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Introduction
Section I: Preface
Having lived in Sudan for six years during my childhood, paralleled with my work with people on
the move, including Sudanese living in Cairo since 2015, have always stemmed my interest in how

Sudanese live in Cairo. During interviews I had with Sudanese in my jobs within the humanitarian
and development field, I often heard about everyday violence they face. I thus wanted to hear more
about their everyday lives and how they deal with these forms of violence, which is beyond what
the development field allows me to go through. I yet did not initially realize that I started this thesis
with a mindset influenced by the Humanitarian-Development complex, which sees people on the
move as in need of a range of services to survive without accounting for their stories nor how they
carve lives for themselves. That was shortly challenged within days of starting the fieldwork.

Here, it is essential to define what I mean by the Humanitarian-Development complex. The
Humanitarian-Development complex is the nexus of governments, non-governmental
organizations, the international community, public discourse, and the private sector that has been
intervening in humanitarian and development issues since the second half of the 20th century, in
the post-World War II era (Sobocinska, 2021, pg.2). Humanitarian work addresses world
emergencies, such as armed conflicts, natural hazards, etc. Development work deals with structural
issues, particularly systematic poverty. Movements of people and displacement of ‘refugees’1 have
always existed, but the ‘refugee’ as a “specific social category” did not surface in its current and
modern form until the emergence of the ‘refugee’ regime as a part of the HumanitarianDevelopment complex (Malkki, 1995, pg.497). The ‘refugee’ term was coined by the High
Commissioner of the League of Nations in 1921 and later evolved under the 1951 Convention. In
that essence, the international ‘refugee’ regime emerged. It is the body of law that regulates the
movement of ‘refugees,’ including the rights and responsibilities that both countries of origin and
host countries have towards ‘refugees,’ as well as the international community at large. It is a

‘Refugees’ and ‘migrants’ in this thesis are in singular quotation marks due to the thesis’ position, as is argued
throughout, that distinction between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ is not linear as in place by Egyptian and international
governance systems. It is not linear who is a ‘refugee,’ who is a ‘migrant,’ nor which rights each is entitled to.
1
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regime that was established to support ‘refugees’ and for governments to simultaneously protect
themselves from ‘refugees.’ With the ‘refugee’ regime, a standardized way of understanding,
discussing, and dealing with ‘refugee’ problems manifested within the HumanitarianDevelopment complex. In dealing with ‘refugees’’ problems, humanitarian interventions through
the complex are fashioned to distance from political interventions and accordingly from

‘refugees’’ political and historical situations (Malkki, 1996, pg.378). However, with
‘depoliticization’ and ‘dehistoricization’ as coined by Malkki, “anonymous corporeality and
speechlessness” of ‘refugees’ have been produced (Ibid, pg.389). The ‘refugee’ figure has
accordingly been perceived as a ‘victim’ who is ‘helpless’ and who needs a voice on their behalf.

‘Refugees’ have been framed as a homogenous group and represented under a universal
humanitarian umbrella (Ibid, pg.386). They are seen as anonymous bodies who are stripped away
from their agency with no known faces and no particular stories, without accounting for their
capacities, nor knowledge and experience sharing between the individual and the collectives. This

questions whether it is important for the Humanitarian-Development complex to produce such
narratives of ‘refugees’ to receive donations from countries or individuals. The complex does have
its own complicated history of “charity and philanthropy…. histories of banishment and legal
protection, histories of empires and colonial rule, histories of civilizational and emancipatory
discourses and missionary work” (Ibid, pg.389).

Against the perception of ‘refugees’ as passive and helpless, I wanted to engage some of the stories
I got tangled with people on the move as I did my ethnographic fieldwork. Stories that should not
be generalized nor are a representation of whole communities of people on the move in Egypt but
are a glimpse into the lives of my Sudanese interlocutors. Sudanese are one of the main and oldest
people on the move in Cairo for various reasons, including but not limited to the proximity of
Egypt to Sudan, language, and many more. I wanted to initially understand how Sudanese perceive
their lives and experiences in Cairo. I wanted to see how Sudanese whom I left in Sudan live in
Cairo; how do they feel? Are the problems faced by them, which I at some point worked on, the
core theme of their lives? How [and if] they are coping with problems faced; and how [and if] they
are ‘integrated.’ The initial focus of the thesis was on how [and if] ‘integration’ unfolds in
Sudanese’ everyday living. The fieldwork yet allowed me to understand that through Sudanese’s
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everyday practices, people on the move’s lives cannot be boxed in the legally defined and bounded
understanding of ‘integration.’ That was reflected in them dealing in workplaces, in the market,
with the Egyptian street, and with their children’s schooling; in them being mobile to, from and
within Cairo; in them creating their spaces regardless of barriers faced; and in their making of
communities. The understanding of ‘integration’ has been distinctive. It is noteworthy here to refer

to Robinson’s perception of ‘integration’ as “a chaotic concept” that is interpreted differently
regardless of its frequent use, adding that it should be “individualized, contested and contextual”
(1998, pg.118). In 2001, Castles et al. similarly argued that there is no consensus around the term
(2001, pg.12). Through the fieldwork, the concept of ‘integration’ was questioned because it was

observed that informality is a way of living in Cairo, as will be argued throughout the thesis, by
both the Sudanese and the Egyptian urban poor whom they share the space with. As will be argued,
alternate structures are created by persons on the move, and the workings of institutional structures
are navigated through. With informality, the thesis questions which structures Sudanese people on

the move are meant to be ‘integrated’ within. This questions the presumed modern configurations
of institutional structures.

Section II: Context
“We help to save lives and build better futures for millions forced from home [“refugees, asylumseekers, internally displaced and stateless people”],” describes the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) its role on its ‘About Us’ page (“About Us,” UNHCR,
2021). UNHCR’s statement speaks to two aspects; first of which is the association of ‘refugeeness’
with victimhood and passiveness, as mentioned, under the notion that ‘refugees’ are subordinate
subjects who need to be saved and who need support in building better futures for themselves. The
‘refugee’ regime does not question whether the ‘refugee’ needs saving and what being saved
means from the start; how this better future looks like; and how the better future is decided, by
whom and whether it is molded by the bureaucracy of the Humanitarian-Development complex.
The second point that UNHCR’s description of its role speaks to is the creation of distinctions
imposed by the Humanitarian-Development complex on people on the move. UNHCR sees that
the distinction between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ cannot be overlooked because categorizing them
together can have adverse consequences on the protection of ‘refugees.’ UNHCR states, “Blurring
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the two terms takes attention away from the specific legal protections refugees require. It can
undermine public support for refugees and the institution of asylum at a time when more refugees
need such protection than ever before” (“UNHCR viewpoint: ‘Refugee’ or ‘migrant’ – Which is
right?” 2016). UNHCR’s claim is yet counterargued in some literature, including by Rey
Koslowski and Alexander Betts, who argue that the ‘refugee’ regime overlaps with the ‘migration’

regime.2 Some ‘migrants’ find themselves in need of international protection under the ‘refugee’
regime even if seeking ‘refuge’ was not their intended objective from the outset (Betts as a
contributor in Koslowski, 2011, pg.76). This is in addition to states using this distinction to turn
around some persons on the move arriving at their borders without openly violating the non-

refoulement principle3 as states categorize these persons under the ‘migration’ regime (Ibid).

UNHCR defines a ‘refugee’ as, “Owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons

of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to
avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being
outside the country of his former habitual residence, is unable or, owing to such fear, is

unwilling to return to it” (“Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees,”
1951 and 1967).
A ‘migrant’ is yet distinguished as, “an umbrella term, not defined under international law,
reflecting the common lay understanding of a person who moves away from his or her place
of usual residence, whether within a country or across an international border, temporarily
or permanently, and for a variety of reasons. The term includes a number of well-defined
legal categories of people, such as migrant workers; persons whose particular types of

movements are legally-defined, such as smuggled migrants; as well as those whose status or

A ‘migration’ regime exists but, it is not recognized by many states. There is thus limited international cooperation
on international ‘migration’ and there is not a set definition of a ‘migrant’ under international law (Koslowski, 2011,
pg.1). However, the International Organization of Migration (IOM) acts on states’ behalf to support in service
provision for ‘migrants’ including trainings, language courses, etc. in addition to providing a space for information
sharing between states and international organizations (Susan F. Martin as a contributor in Ibid, pg.37).
3
Non-refoulement is an international law principle that prohibits states from returning asylum seekers to a country
where they are at risk of being subjected to persecution.
2
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means of movement are not specifically defined under international law, such as
international students” (“Who is a Migrant?” 2021).

This distinction was blurred through the fieldwork as it does not manifest on the ground, nor is
it how people on the move perceive themselves or others around them. Starting the fieldwork,
the focus was on Sudanese ‘refugees,’ as influenced by the development and humanitarian
field’s distinction between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants.’ The fieldwork yet put this division into
question. I met Sudanese who managed to register as ‘refugees’ with UNHCR even though they

were not subject to persecution; and others who have not been able to register with UNHCR
even though they fit under its ‘mandate.’ In addition, some interlocutors did not register with
UNHCR, upon their arrival, as many do, but rather waited until they assessed their
circumstances in Cairo.

With some Sudanese I collaborated together in this thesis, it was evident that some strive to be
included in and qualify for a ‘refugee’ status given that the ‘refugee’ regime is better structured

and provides relatively more services than the ‘migration’ regime (Koslowski, 2011, pg.1).
Some persons on the move thus conform the circumstances of a ‘story’ to match up to the
understanding of the bureaucratic power of a ‘case.’ This is what Zetter calls ‘performing
refugeeness,’ which is a practice that ‘refugees’ in other countries have also adopted, such as

African ‘refugees’ in Cyprus (1991, pg.47). ‘Performing refugeeness’ puts the ‘refugee’ regime
and its distinction between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ into questioning. The act of performing
certain narratives to convince the ‘refugee’ regime of their entitlement to become ‘refugees’
was captured in Fatma’s registration with UNHCR. Fatma was coached on her performance by
her uncles and cousins who came before her to Cairo and have qualified as ‘refugees’ (Fatma,
first meeting dated 29 March 2021). She is a Sudanese woman from Omdurman who was
deceived by the employment broker to believe that she was coming to Egypt on a temporary
stay for only two months before permanently moving with the woman whom she would be
working with (former Egyptian president, Hosny Mubarak’s, aunt) as a domestic worker to
Dubai (Ibid). Reaching Cairo Airport, she yet learned that the job was permanently in Egypt
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(Ibid). As she experienced poor treatment in her job in which she was not allowed out, she chose
to depart the job and Egypt as a whole for a month (Ibid). However, upon her return, she decided
to carve a living for herself in Cairo, which included landing another job with a woman she has
now been working with for more than nine years and registering with UNHCR for any support
it could provide. In order to register with UNHCR, Fatma, through her surrounding’s

knowledge and experience sharing, was attentive to the need that she must relate to the
narratives of ‘refugeeness.’

“People from Omdurman do not have problems. I do not have a problem…. When I came to
register with the UN, I did not have a problem in Sudan. I came to improve the status of my children
and me. I am divorced. I have five children. One of them got married, and the remaining four are
yet to be married. I came and registered with UNCHR…. But to file a case, I must have a political

problem…. I am asking for refuge, for protection. So, I needed to submit something tangible; that
I was tortured in Sudan through the Police; that I was arrested while working as Set ElShay [tea
woman], beaten and accused of being political. After you submit your case, you have an interview
after two months. The case is recorded, so you must repeat the same story and words. I memorized

the words I am saying to you right now, and when they [UNHCR] conducted an interview, they
looked at my file while listening to my words. The words I utter must be identical to the file. You
memorize it…. Anyone who comes from Omdurman applies in the same way,” casually mentioned
Fatma during our first meeting as we were seated in her apartment (Ibid). Fatma’s narrative
illustrates that performing ‘refugeeness’ has become a concept that people on the move have
adopted. It is not with the notion to deceive the ‘refugee’ regime, but to navigate its bureaucracies
for their survival and to maneuver the precariousness of their situations (Malkki, 1992, pg.35;
Häkli et al., 2017). Reflecting on her situation in Egypt, Fatma, while laughing, highlighted that
through her ‘refugeeness,’ she “has made money for Sudan” (Fatma, first meeting dated 29 March
2021). “I am going [to Sudan] in September to buy a house…. What was beneficial for me in Egypt
was that I made money. I do not have expenses here; only eating, drinking, and paying rent,”

elaborated Fatma (Ibid). Fatma’s account represents how Sudanese people on the move create
opportunities that maximize the resourcefulness of the urban space they inhabit, going against their
passive portrayal as urban shadows.
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Mona, a current community leader in Ard ElLewa who came to Egypt six years ago from
Omdurman, never initially intended to apply for a ‘refugee’ status even though she escaped Sudan
because of political reasons. Mona fled Sudan in 2015 after publicly sharing her opinion online
about an important topic related to Islam during former Sudanese president Omar ElBashir’s

Islamist government (Mona, first meeting dated 14 March 2021). She arrived in Cairo with her
three children and resided in Mohandeseen, which is a prestigious and old area with international
franchises, shops, restaurants, cinemas, etc., and where many Arabs and Africans stay during their
summer vacations in Cairo. Mona came with 10,000 United States Dollars - USD (as she was a
manager in a private company for water treatment) with plans to utilize her money to attain
‘migration’ appointments with different embassies in order to be able to travel beyond Egypt
(Ibid). Mona did not need UNHCR’s services to support her mobility beyond Egypt, which she
only perceived as a transit where she could not imagine her family settling in. She thus did not
consider applying for a ‘refugee’ status (Ibid). However, a Sudanese whom Mona trusted, who
was not a stranger to her, scammed her along with an Egyptian. Even though she had an
appointment at the Swedish embassy as scammers had prepared needed documents (tentative
airplane tickets, bank statements, etc.), she could not reach the scammers on the day of the
appointment. They took all of her money that she could not even pay for the appointment fees at
the Swedish embassy (80 USD per person) on the day of the appointment. Mona later learned that
scammers fled Egypt to Lebanon (Ibid, Mona, second meeting dated 10 June 2021). Mona’s

narrative showcases that while some people on the move perform ‘refugeeness’ to gain some
benefits, others distance themselves from ‘refugeeness’ as they perceive it irrelevant or
unresourceful for them. This illustrates that the distinction between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ does
not render visible as decisions made by persons on the move on whether to apply for a ‘refugee’

status depend on their circumstances and navigations.

Losing her money, Mona began navigating the precarious situation she found herself in. She

moved to a cheaper area that is less than 15 minutes away, only four kilometers, and only separated
by a connective, cross railway bridge from Mohandeseen, which is the informal settlement of Ard
ElLewa. She additionally applied to UNHCR to be provided with basic services, including
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accommodation and cash assistance but more importantly, for UNHCR to support resettlement
prospects as Mona still dreams of moving beyond Egypt (Mona, first meeting dated 14 March
2021). While dreaming of further mobility, Mona did not remain stuck or passive. She began
carving her own space and life in which she has managed to start her own community association
and a small restaurant in Ard ElLewa. Mona’s narrative speaks to Sudanese’s improvisation and

endurance in making the most out of their space.

Section III: What is this thesis made of?

Background on Egypt
Egypt is home to more than 100 million Egyptians with a 2.6% annual increase and a poverty rate
of 32.5% at national poverty lines (1.5$ per day) in 2017 (“World Development Indicators
Database,” 2020). Egypt’s unemployment rates are officially at 9.6% as of Q1 of 2020 (“Arab

Republic of Egypt,” 2020). Egypt also has a large ‘informal’4 economy. An estimated 63% of
Egyptian labor falls under the ‘informal’ economy that accounts for 30 to 40 percent of Egypt’s
economy (Mabrouk, 2020). Egypt’s labor market has a strong bias towards certain sectors that
mainly depend on low-skilled workers, especially construction, building, and manufacturing.
Against this, university graduates and above represent the largest percentage of the unemployed
in Egypt, while the illiterate, those with secondary education or an intermediate education,
represent lower rates (“Views on the Crisis: Egypt’s Labor Market,” 2020). It is important to note
that poverty/income statistics have shortcomings; they discourage underemployment and overlook
the depth, intensity, and duration of poverty in addition to individual’s specificities. Monetary
poverty is compounded by deprivations regarding access to basic services, including access to
health services, education, employment, etc. With COVID-19, the situation in Egypt, as the case

The ‘informal’ economy, as defined by the International Labour Organization (ILO), refers to both the ‘informal’
sector (production units of small and unregistered enterprises) and ‘informal’ employment (all forms of selfemployment or wage employment that are not registered nor regulated by national legislations). Therefore, the
‘informal’ economy is “all economic activities by workers and economic units that are - in law or in practice - not
covered or insufficiently covered by formal arrangements” (“4.5 Informal economy workers,” ILO, 2022).
‘Formal’ and ‘informal’ in this thesis are in singular quotation marks due to the thesis’ position, as is argued
throughout, that distinction between ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ is not linear as in place by the Egyptian state as well as
the Humanitarian-Development complex. This is given that Sudanese, as many Egyptians, are able to maneuver this
binary. The “informal practices constantly question the definitional limits and conditions of the formal, they undermine
the legitimacy of claims to authority” (Darling, 2017, pg.188).
4
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in most countries in the world, faced repercussions, including the slowdown of economic activities,
loss of 2.7 million jobs, and widened budget deficit (Mabrouk, 2020).

Egypt has a long history of hosting ‘migrants’ and ‘refugees,’ including Greeks, Palestinians,

Armenians, and Sudanese (Arous, 2013, pg.39; Goździak and Walter, 2013, pg.6-7). As of 31
October 2021, Egypt hosts 267,734 ‘refugees,’ including 51,199 Sudanese (“UNHCR Egypt
Monthly Statistical Report as of 31 October 2021,” 2021). As for ‘migrants,’ there are not any
official data. It was yet claimed by the Egyptian President, Abdel Fattah ElSisi, in 2018 and

repeated afterward by the IOM since that there are more than five million ‘migrants’ living in
Egypt (“Egypt 2019 Humanitarian Compendium,” 2019).

The thesis chose to focus on Sudanese people on the move as per their lengthy stay in Egypt
regardless of the reasoning for their mobility to Egypt, whether to seek ‘refuge’ or to find work
opportunities or for educational purposes, etc. A substantial percentage of Sudanese have been in
Egypt for over 20 years. Sudanese persons on the move in Egypt live in urban settlements, mainly

concentrated in Cairo. There is a substantial presence of Sudanese in densely populated informal
areas, including Ard ElLewa, Faisal, Ain Shams, and Kilo Araba w Nos. Each of these areas is
clustered by different ethnicities from Sudan in disparate but overlap especially in Ard ElLewa,
which is why the thesis selected Ard ElLewa.5 While Ain Shams mainly includes Sudanese from
Darfur, Sudan, Kilo Araba w Nos is a place for Sudanese ‘refugees’ from Jibal ElNuba. Faisal also
hosts Sudanese from East Sudan. Ard ElLewa accommodates Sudanese from Darfur, Jibal ElNuba,
East Sudan, and Middle Sudan, whose length of stay ranges from months to over 20 years. Ard
ElLewa6 is an informal residential neighborhood, northwest of Giza, Greater Cairo. It is a labyrinth
of crowded roads, grey concrete buildings, and diversified backgrounds, which is inhabited by
internal labor ‘migrants’ from Upper Egypt, as well as Sudanese, Somalis, Eritreans, and
5

Ard ElLewa is perceived by Sudanese community structures to include its neighboring places of ElBarageil and
Bolaq.
6
Ard ElLewa for the Sudanese I collaborated with is a place where there is a density of Sudanese who welcome each
other into their homes upon arrival to Cairo. Sudanese continue to live there because they find that Sudanese before
them have brought and engraved the Sudanese culture in Ard ElLewa. It is also a place where there is a “mix of
cultures” that some enjoy and embrace because they get to know, understand, and share the space with other
nationalities (Tarek, first interview, 09 April 2021).
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Ethiopians. It has different paradoxes in terms of socioeconomic, including poor and workingclass, lower-middle and middle class, and small business owners of barbershops, carpentry shops,
bakeries, and qahwas.7 Sudanese higher-middle and upper classes live in other areas away from
the informal settlements of Ard ElLewa, Faisal, Ain Shams, and Kilo Araba w nos; they reside in
Mohandeseen, Dokki, Nasr City, Masr ElGededa and New Cairo. Here, it is noteworthy to mention

a class distinction amongst Sudanese living in Cairo. There are also Sudanese who are settled in
Cairo and not persons moving through Cairo. The thesis yet tangles with Sudanese middle-class
persons on the move’s narratives. This class distinction could raise the question as to whether
people on the move’s hardships, improvisational acts, and sense of community, which the

fieldwork presented, are mechanisms that are also adopted by other Sudanese who occupy higher
class and settled in Cairo.

Photos of Ard ElLewa taken by the researcher on 29 March and 12 April 2021

Background on the Situation of Sudanese in Cairo

7

Qahwa is an informal setting where predominantly men come together, on an almost everyday basis, since it is
affordable, to exchange daily updates, watch football matches together, smoke shisha, and play chess, cards, etc.
Qahwas are nearly found in every couple of blocks in informal urban settings.
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1. Legal Status

Egypt applies the ethnic conceptions of nationhood wherein nationality is obtained based on blood
ties. Therefore, people on the move living in Egypt, including Sudanese, are deemed ineligible to
obtain Egyptian citizenship. ‘Refugees’’ restricted legal status is specifically linked with Egypt’s
absence of national ‘refugee’ policies (Grabska, 2006a). The Egyptian state does not directly deal

with persons on the move wherein international organizations act on its behalf (Norman, 2017,
pg.27).

2. Education
Sudanese access Egyptian public education as per the Ministerial Decree No. 24 of 1992, which
included procedures governing foreign children’s access to Egyptian public schools. Nonetheless,
in practice, many Sudanese children are not enrolled in Egyptian schools because of overcrowded
classrooms, bullying, unfamiliarity with the Egyptian curriculum, and complicated and extensive
documentation needed, such as birth certificates and passports or UNHCR cards (Goździak and
Walter, 2013, pg.11). As for higher education, Sudanese, as of recently, can enroll in Egyptian
universities without taking the national exam (Ibid, pg.28).

Educational challenges are not exclusive to people on the move; they are shared with Egyptian
students. Within the Egyptian context, the quality of education is challenging, including
overcrowded classrooms, funding gaps, shortages in capacities, insufficient teachers’ salaries, and
dependency on private lessons instead of core teaching hours in schools. The 2017-2018 World
Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report, Egypt ranked 133 out of 137 countries in
terms of the quality of primary education (Schwab, 2017, pg.111).

3. Health
In Egypt, ‘refugees,’ including Sudanese, currently have access to public primary, secondary, and

emergency healthcare as per two Memoranda of Understanding signed between UNHCR and the
Egyptian Ministry of Health and Population (MoHP) in 2016 (“Health,” 2021). Before 2016,
‘refugees’ were only allowed access to public primary healthcare services as per MoHP’s 2005
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regulation. Regardless, ‘refugees,’ including Sudanese in Egypt, face problems in accessing health
care services due to discrimination, legal status, and economic barriers (Eidenier, 2005, pg.14).

Equity in accessing health care services is one of the Egyptian health sector’s main challenges to
both Egyptians and people on the move, as indicated by the World Health Organization (WHO)

(“Egypt: Country Cooperation Strategy at a glance,” 2018). With COVID-19, the health sector has
been overwhelmed in Egypt, like many countries globally.

4. Economic Situation
Sudanese ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ have access to ‘formal’ jobs. Sudanese ‘migrants’ in Egypt are
entitled to this labor right as per the Four Freedoms Agreement 8 between Egypt and Sudan.
‘Refugees’ as per the 1951 Refugee Convention should be granted equal treatment to nationals
concerning employment, among many other aspects. However, due to Egypt’s reservations to the
1951 Refugee Convention9, ‘refugees’ are treated as any other foreigner in Egypt and are subject
to the Egyptian Labor Law No.137 of 1981. Against this law, for an employer to hire a nonEgyptian in a ‘formal’ job (whether s/he is a ‘refugee’ or a migrant’), certain criteria must be met.
Criteria include meeting the 10 percent quota of foreign labor, the employer applying for a work
permit on behalf of the employee, and the employee providing extensive documents, including
legal documents, a letter of reference, and an HIV test result. In addition, employers pay higher
taxes when hiring non-Egyptians (Soliman, 2016, pg.44). Due to these bureaucratic challenges and
lengthy processes, Sudanese, as 63% of Egyptians, resort to the ‘informal’ economy.

A state official from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) narrated the following in Grabska’s
interview, “Refugees put pressure on the economy, on the environment, on the ecosystem, on
infrastructure; they contribute to the overcrowding of the city” (Bakhum in Grabska, 2006a,
pg.19). This could stem from the country’s fear that ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ would crowd out
Egypt-Sudan Four Freedoms Agreement has been in place since 2004 wherein Sudanese ‘migrants’ are entitled to
freedom of movement, residence, work and property ownership in Egypt, and vice versa.
9
Even though Egypt ratified the Convention on May 22, 1981, it has reservations to five Articles of the 1951
Convention. These are Articles 12(1) in regard to personal status; 20 (rationing); 22(1) on access to primary education
even though there is an exception for Sudanese through Presidential or Ministerial Decrees; 23 regarding access to
public relief and assistance; and Article 24 on labor legislation and social security.
8
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Egyptians in the local labor market. This could be a result of Egypt’s particular fear of nonEgyptian low-skilled workers, given that Egyptian low-skilled workers represent a significant
percentage of Egypt’s labor market. However, literature has studied that ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’
do not have direct effects on host communities’ labor opportunities on the basis that firms “are
able to adjust the skill requirements of their labor demand to accommodate the increase in the
supply of low skilled employees” (Akgündüz et al., 2015, pg.15). Accordingly, ‘refugees’ and
‘migrants,’ especially low-skilled workers, can be seen as cheap labor for the host society who are
creating infrastructure.

5. Protection
Sudanese persons on the move who live in Cairo’s informal settlements also face social and
protection challenges, including discrimination, unacceptance by Egyptians, and verbal and

physical violence (Salem, 2013; Zwick, 2020; and Grabska, 2006b). Some of them are also
subjected to discrimination as well as sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV)10 (“Sexual and
Gender-based Violence Prevention and Response in Refugee Situations in the Middle East and
North Africa,” 2015). This is on the basis that SGBV is often exacerbated during humanitarian

crises when societies destabilize, financial assets vanish, and populations are most vulnerable
(Ibid). SGBV in Egypt, for both Egyptian and on the move communities, is deeply rooted in gender
roles, norms, and stereotypes, restricting girls and women to the domestic sphere (Roushdy and
Sieverding, 2015). Gender issues are manifested in high prevalence rates of sexual harassment,
domestic violence, child marriage, female genital mutilation, etc. (Ibid; “Egypt Demographic and
Health Survey,” 2014).

Background on the Situation of my Sudanese Interlocutors
The 20 Sudanese interlocutors I interviewed and accompanied represent diversity among the
bigger Sudanese population living in Cairo. They come from different areas in Sudan, including

Omdurman – Central Sudan, Khartoum, Kasala – East Sudan, Delgo – Northern province of

10

SGBV refers to any act or form of violence that is perpetrated against an individual’s will and consent. It is based
on gender norms and certain roles that are associated with being a woman or being a man.
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Sudan, Blue Nile State, Darfur – West Sudan, and ElGazeira – West Sudan. They came to Cairo
with different expectations, from seeking ‘refuge’ to finding work opportunities to gaining access
to university education to accessing medical services. They have been living in Cairo for different
durations, ranging from months to more than 20 years. Their demographics differ as well; they are
12 females and eight males between the ages of early 20’s to mid 50’s with different educational
backgrounds from school dropouts to university graduates.

My interlocutors are mainly middle-class individuals who are university graduates or above and
who occupied high-skilled jobs before arriving in Cairo. Their jobs included schoolteachers,
university professors, managerial positions in the private or public sectors, television presenters,
and technical positions in humanitarian and development organizations. Class casts a critical light
on the selectivity of mainly the ‘migration’ regime. The ‘migration’ regime tends to favor
‘migrants’ who can support themselves financially in a neoliberal and globalized world where
governments want people to be independent and capable of self-improvement. Regarding the
‘refugee’ regime, UNHCR, since 1997, has also put a policy forward to reduce its assistance,
towards the promotion of ‘refugees’’ ‘self-reliance’ and ‘dependency’ (“UNHCR Policy on
Refugees in Urban Areas,” 1997, pg.1). Against this, my Sudanese interlocutors, including both
‘migrants’ and ‘refugees,’ can be seen as ideal to Egypt because they come from a middle-class
background and can thus act as self-sufficient in Cairo. They have arrived in Cairo with their
human capital, skills, and resources, which they can build on to support themselves financially.

The fieldwork yet also observed how class trajectories are not static but are constantly evolving
depending on changing circumstances. They are interpreted and re-interpreted by interlocutors.
This can be seen in Mona’s narrative who, after losing her money, moved from Mohandeseen to
Ard ElLewa and adopted different sets of skills, away from her formerly occupied managerial
position in the private sector. To survive and make a living for herself and her children, Mona
opened a restaurant as aforementioned. In addition, Tarek’s account also speaks to how persons
on the move strategize with class categories that they use as resources for mere survival. Tarek is
a 21-year-old ‘migrant’ from ElGazeira, West Sudan, who came for educational purposes to study
medicine at Helwan University. He came to Cairo because his education in Sudan was stopped
due to the protests that erupted in 2019 against Omar ElBashir’s staying in rule for over 30 years
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(Tarek, second meeting dated 11 April 2021). Thus, he came to Cairo to continue his education.
He yet began working, adopting new skills, and occupying low-skilled jobs to afford university
fees. Mona and Tarek’s stories go to question whether class is a “given background” or whether it
is additionally “a set of performances by which actors signify class belonging” as Bonjour and
Chauvin argue (2018, pg.10).

Complementarity with Existing Literature
With this context in mind, I worked on this thesis project as one way in which I can grapple to
trace how Sudanese people on the move in Ard ElLewa manage to deal with Cairo’s hardships in
their everyday lives. Problems Sudanese face in Cairo have been significantly covered in much of
the existing literature. I was thus hoping to go a step beyond to reflect the everyday level. My main
research question is thus, how do people on the move navigate and improvise their everyday lives

amidst contexts of structural violence?
Structural violence is institutionalized violence that is built into structures and that prevents
individuals from accessing basic needs. There is not one actor who commits structural violence
but it is rather about structures and social circumstances, including bureaucracy, politicization, and

unequal distribution of power and resources.

I argue that although ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ are often presented as agentless and passive victims

within the Humanitarian-Development complex, they do carve their own ways in which they create
their own possibilities and opportunities through their various everyday improvisational acts.
These acts are created with moments of community-making. Although temporary, the acts they
create in moments of community-making do leave traces in different unanticipated ways. Sudanese

people on the move create what the thesis calls ‘spaces of an otherwise’ within urban uncertainties,
which are improvised spaces and acts against structural violence through which Sudanese carve
their own opportunities and possibilities.

1. Urban Uncertainty: An Obstacle or an Opportunity?
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In answering the research question, my research adds to existing debates regarding people on the
move. The first is whether urban uncertainty is an opportunity or an obstacle for people dealing
with it. How the limitations, created by the urban uncertainty, manifest against the opportunities
and spaces that could be created through it.

With the increased urbanization of the world since the 1940s, people continue to be increasingly
moving to cities. People are attracted to the city to access services and opportunities, as argued by
Fábos and Kibreab, 2007. However, the increased presence of persons on the move in the city
comes with heightened bordering, augmented policing, and the involvement of more actors in the
governance of persons on the move. This is because states perceive that this is how they can control
“dangerous scenarios of insecurity from unfolding” (Fábos and Kibreab, 2007, pg.5). Augmented
policing and structural violence affect persons on the move on physical, psychological, economic,
and social fronts (Ibid). Against this, there are debates in the literature around understanding the
urban space, its risks, and opportunities for all people dealing with it, including those on the move,
especially urban ‘refugees.’ The body of literature on urban ‘refugees’ has yet been mainly
focusing on the Global North (Dryden-Peterson, 2006, pg.382). Urban ‘refugees’ in developing
countries began to surface in literature since the 1990s as studied in Nairobi, Johannesburg, Dar
es Salaam, Khartoum, and Cairo. There is yet still a need to reflect on how all people on the move
navigate their everyday life. The navigation of everyday life remains a gap in literature focusing
on Cairo; therefore, this thesis has aimed to bridge this gap. Sudanese in Cairo face everyday
problems. However, they have been residing in Cairo for years, are working, are trying to send
their children to school, etc. The term navigation is chosen to trace their journeying in the city in
dealing with limitations and barriers met in Cairo (Riga et al., 2021, pg.4).

As studied in existing literature, the urban is a place of uncertainty and informality where events
cannot be anticipated. It is a liminal space where individuals experience limitations due to its
informality and uncertainty. Literature has thus been studying whether urban uncertainty could be
productive at times. This is, for example, reflected in the study of Karachi’s neighborhoods by
Zeiderman et al. (2015) and in understanding how ‘migrant’ women navigate physical, social, and
psychological thresholds in Johannesburg by Kihato (2013). Zeiderman et al. traced that urban
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uncertainty has allowed residents to create their parallel structures and alternate systems to
navigate everyday uncertainties (2015, pg.286).

This research accordingly builds on existing literature as it sees that the urban space in Cairo is
uncertain, wherein its unfoldings are often not projected. Still, with Sudanese, it was illustrated
that urban uncertainty can be generative at times. Through a generative process, Sudanese people
on the move use uncertainty to create their own spaces and opportunities to survive. This can be
seen, for example, in Sudanese being able to work through urban uncertainty in the form of
improvised economies. The thesis overall argues that from starting their journeys from Sudan to
choosing to register with UNHCR to settling in Ard ElLewa to finding work to enrolling their
children in community schools to dealing with racism faced on the Egyptian streets to dealing with
the structures in place whether that be the Egyptian state or international organizations, Sudanese
people on the move do carve their own ways in which they create otherwise prospects through
their various everyday improvisational acts. They make the most out of the resources within their
spaces, whether that be human capital, social capital, information sharing, or moments of
community-making. This is not to romanticize the situation nor attempt to claim that urban
uncertainty is resolved. While expectations and aspirations are not fully met, Sudanese, in their
everyday life, push through the city’s obstacles. Against this, the thesis thus questions the
‘passiveness’ or ‘helplessness’ of people on the move as portrayed in some literature or by the
Humanitarian-Development complex.

2. The Question of Voice and Representation
The question of representation and voice has been studied in several disciplines, including
‘migration’ and ‘refugee’ studies. There is a debate in the literature on the HumanitarianDevelopment complex’s universal portrayal of people on the move as mute victims. One strand of
literature has been seeing people on the move as helpless, voiceless, and dependent. Barry Stein,
for example, indicated, “refugees are helped because they are helpless; they must display their
need and helplessness” (1981, pg.327). This ‘helpless’ portrayal is further aggravated through
visual representation in the media, including photos of groups of people on the move arriving at
borders, drowning in sea, walking barefoot, or surrounding a representative from a humanitarian
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or development organization while s/he speaks on their behalf. Through this visual representation,
people on the move are often seen as the poor and helpless ‘other’ whom we assume we understand
their narratives and whom we can sympathize with, but from a distance. This concept of the ‘other’
was noted in Michel Agier’s study of camps’ organization of space and social life, where he
described ‘refugees’ as “a new category of world population” and a “new component of the human
condition” (2002, pg.318).

Another strand of literature has yet not only questioned people on the move’s ‘helpless’ and
‘voiceless’ portrayal but has also studied the effects of such representation. Ong, for example,
reflected ‘refugees’’ fight for their right to survive and to gain access to services through various
methods, including through street demonstrations and in cyberspace (2006b, pg.504). She thus saw
the ‘refugee’ as “a free subject who self-actualizes” (Ibid, pg.501). Marfleet similarly argued that
situating ‘refugees’ in urban settings portrays them as “self-directed refugees,” violating their
labeling as dependent (2007, pg.42). Malkki, in studying Hutu ‘refugees’ in Tanzania, questioned
the homogenous grouping of ‘refugees.’ She also studied that “consequences of these established
representational practices is the systematic, even if unintended, silencing of persons who find
themselves in the classificatory space of "refugee." That is, refugees suffer from a peculiar kind of
speechlessness in the face of the national and international organizations whose object of care and
control they are” (1996, pg.386). She thus saw that the narratives produced by the HumanitarianDevelopment context on ‘refugees’ do not reflect their voices, given that these narratives do not
account for the political, historical, and cultural contexts of ‘refugees.’ These narratives disregard
persons on the move’s local specificities and individuality, constraining their agency and
renouncing individualistic accounts and experiences in the home and host countries. They rather
portray ‘refugees’ as “zombies: their old identities survive mostly as ghosts – haunting the nights
all the more painfully for being all but invisible in the…daylight” (Malkki, 2002, pg.356). Malkki
thus proposed shifting from “the idea of a universal, ahistorical humanity’ towards dealing with
‘refugees’ as historical actors (1996, pg.279). This understanding has been similarly called for
through Barthes’ ‘progressive humanism’ in terms of connecting people through history rather
than through human essence.
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Thus, I have wanted to engage some of my interlocutors’ stories by understanding their contexts
and looking into how they perceive and deal with hardships they face. Through interlocutors’
stories, the thesis questions the passive and helpless portrayal of people on the move. The thesis
traces how Sudanese people on the move carve possibilities and opportunities out of the difficulties
they face in Cairo. For example, in Sudanese establishing community schools, they maneuver
educational challenges faced within the Egyptian educational public system and create their own
spaces. Through Sudanese togetherness, they create networks of support against the city’s
challenges.

Section IV: Theoretical Framework
1) Improvisations and Rhythms of Endurance
Improvisation is a key theme in Sudanese people on the move’s lives in Cairo, as will be traced in
the thesis. The fieldwork spoke to one theme, which is that Sudanese people on the move do face
true hardships in Cairo. However, they do not stand still; they are not captive against these
challenges; they are not passive recipients of structures in place; they do not need to be saved, nor
do they need an ‘expert’ to draw a better future on their behalf. Sudanese people on the move, in
navigating limitations in Cairo, are creating and recreating opportunities within spaces of an
otherwise. Their improvisational acts are not fixed nor pre-planned; they are always becoming as
they steer their paths for their mere survival. Sudanese’ improvisational acts speak to Simone’s
rhythms of endurance as seen in their mobility, everyday practices, and relation making.

Simone’s rhythms of endurance in the Urban South, in the forms of people’s movement,
interactions, everyday practices, and modes of being, are means to “carry bodies forward and back
between destinations that are altered in each approach, each retreat” (2019, pg.10). Rhythms of
endurance are improvised and carried forward to deal with the urban space that is ephemeral and
always evolving. In order to navigate the liminality of the urban, inhabitants make the most out of
their ‘uninhabitable’ spaces wherein they are not staying put but rather always creating different
ways, through their awareness of the constraints, to reach beyond the barriers of their liminal
spaces (Ibid, pg.8). While being always in motion, relation making comes into existence in which
inhabitants find commonalities between one another and operate in some way collectively even if
these collectives are not structured nor clearly defined. The sense of ‘we’ stems from individuals’
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““willingness” to recalibrate their functioning in terms of each other” based on mutual benefits.
Through relation making, inhabitants in the urban space collaborate and maximize opportunities
within their urban spaces (Ibid, pg.26-27). Through their collaborations, individuals can, for
example, create improvised economies in the forms of entrepreneurial activities and markets (Ibid,
pg.59). Against this, Simone saw people as infrastructure in which co-residents of the urban space

form spaces of negotiation and networks of interdependencies to better their positionality and carve
a living in the urban space that can be marginalizing for many of them. These collaborative
practices could occur between groups of people who can even conflict with one another but are
aware that in navigating the urban space, they need to share and operate through the space together,

do business with one another, and engage in relation making (2004, pg.419).

This applies to my Sudanese interlocutors, who, even though they face issues with Egyptians,

including racism, they create spaces of negotiation with the urban poor with whom they share
spaces with. Through these networks of interdependencies, they are able, for example, to operate
their businesses under the radar through collectively navigating the municipality. Sudanese overall
navigate on the everyday level through individual and collective accounts; through adaptations;

and the creation and re-creation of opportunities for an otherwise to emerge.

2) Mobility as an Improvisational Act
Mobility is one of the Sudanese people on the move’s improvisational acts and a tool to navigate
hardships faced. Through their mobility, Sudanese negotiate the bounded understanding of a
‘territory’ and question borders as well as boundedness. Here, it is important to understand
boundedness, which is being fixed within set borders that ‘territorial’ structures have defined.
Sudanese interlocutors in this thesis do not move around between fixed land points. They are not
bound by ‘territorial’ structures but rather move through trajectories to negotiate sets of
possibilities for their lives.
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Navigating and negotiating boundedness speaks to Janz’s questioning of a ‘territory.’ A ‘territory’
for Janz is not a location, nor is it “just a choice taken within the set of possibilities that a negotiated
or claimed space allows” (2002, pg.396). It is rather a result of various milieus (physical objects,
people, attitudes, etc.) interacting and being constantly in becoming (2002, pg.396). It is the
interconnection of always evolving milieus through which it cannot be bounded nor mapped

because it follows inhabitation and the environment to which milieus reproduce. It is thus “not our
site, but our situation” (Ibid). Janz thus describes a ‘territory’ as a bird in which “the range of the
bird is just wherever it goes. We can, after the fact, produce conceptual grids which account for
where the bird has been, and we can, as the result of knowledge of repetition, have an idea of where

the bird will go (there is habit, after all), but the map comes after, not before” (Ibid). With mobility,
individuals reproduce the environment and are also produced by it. Negotiating boundedness is
thus traced in the thesis as reflected in Sudanese’ mobility to and from Cairo, through which they
are in negotiation with their surrounding in a process of space production and reproduction.

3) Sentiments of Togetherness
In maneuvering hardships, the fieldwork also highlighted how Sudanese do not only create their
own alternate structures such as community schools or community associations, but they come
together even if temporarily through small events such as sandooqs [saving groups], qahwas,
having fatoor [breakfast] of traditional foods together, and drinking jabana [coffee]. These events
and spaces provide momentary slowness away from the city’s hardships and sentiments of
togetherness as Sudanese carve and improvise ways to endure through relating, supporting one
another, and appearing to each other. This speaks to Gembetti’s collective moments of acting,
questioning the grand scheme of community that is often envisioned.

Gambetti speaks of possibilities of togetherness, even if temporary. In analyzing ‘Occupy Gezi,’
which are demonstrations that began unfolding in 2013 in Turkey to protest the urban development
plan for one of the last green spaces in Istanbul – Taksim Gezi park, Gambetti looked at relations
between the protestors against the structural violence and brutality of the demonstrations. In the
protests, two groups that are often not found together in places were present, which were the
“homophobic” soccer fans and the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) individuals who
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“were present with their flags and drag outfits” (Gambetti, 2016, pg.38). Gambetti called this a
“performative moment” that was not pre-planned but gave room for a momentary moment of
togetherness and “a disruption straining the bounds of convention” (Ibid, pg.39). She narrated a
story of a transgender woman who, for the first time, had confidence that her surrounding would
be of support to her. The transgender woman trusted that she would not be alienated that time and
that someone from the other protestors would land her a hand as she was running with her eyes
shut from tear gas (Ibid). A protestor supported the transgender woman. Gambetti sees these
moments as “collective moment[s] of acting, of moving in and out of selfhood and social
identities” and as “practices of negotiation” where individuals appear to each other (Ibid, pg.42).
Sudanese collective moments are thus sketched in the thesis as they generate possibilities for
sentiments of togetherness in navigating the city.

Section V: Methodology and Positionality
Prior to starting the fieldwork, I read much literature on people on the move living in Egypt,
including some ethnographies and many that employed a mix of quantitative and qualitative
studies. Readings included but not limited to Grabska’s “Who Asked Them Anyway? Rights,
Policies and Wellbeing of Refugees in Egypt” (2006a) and Arous’ “Refugee Setting and Urban
Form and Governance: The Predicament of Syrian Refugees in Navigating Cairo’s Urban Spaces
and the Complexities of Governance in Turbulent Times” (2013). This acknowledgeable literature
has in no doubt yielded sufficient information on challenges faced within Cairo by people
constantly moving. Nonetheless, it did not elaborate on how individuals deal with these challenges.
These people have been living in Cairo for years, so understanding how they live and how they
navigate their everyday life was a drawback in the literature that this thesis has aimed to explore.

The thesis saw the necessity of an ethnography, which I conducted between January and June 2021
to reflect the perspective and details of Sudanese’ lives in navigating their everyday life in Cairo.

Starting the fieldwork, ethnography did not only yield a different understanding from existing
literature, but it drove the making of this thesis project. The focus of the thesis changed while
conducting the fieldwork. The initial research questions are not the questions currently grappled
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within the thesis, as it explored everyday life and navigations that are not captured through
Humanitarian-Development complex. Seeing on the ground how Sudanese carve their own spaces
in their everyday life would not have been realized if ethnography was not conducted because I
was only able to know this through walking on the streets of Ard ElLewa as well as spending days
with interlocutors in their restaurants, qahwas, homes, schools, and community events.

Furthermore, the ethnography questioned the division between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ as the
Sudanese I met in social gatherings did not see any differences between themselves nor does this
binary manifest nor affect their everyday lives. The ethnography not only drove the thesis making
but also challenged my understanding. It made me question how the development and

humanitarian concepts (need for ‘integration’ and distinction between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’)
are engrained within myself due to my years of professional experience within the field. At the
beginning of the fieldwork, it was not easy for me to get rid of these concepts. As the fieldwork
unfolded and deepened, I began adopting different models from the Sudanese themselves, and this

thesis aims to represent Sudanese people on the move’s lives as they progress on the ground.

One of the key methods applied through ethnography is participant observation, which got insight

into the broader physical, social, and cultural contexts. Participant observation supported the thesis
in getting a temporary glance into the inside of the Sudanese’ world (Mack et al., 2005, pg.14).
Walking with one of the interlocutors, Mona, on the streets of Ard ElLewa, I saw her encounters
with her surrounding (Egyptians, Sudanese, Ethiopians, and Eritreans) first-hand regarding how
they greet each other and how they exchange sales transactions (Participant Observation dated 19
June 2021). Attending a Sudanese sandooq [saving group] made me encounter and witness the
unfolding of community making as they financially support each other and as a place where social
networks are established and nourished (Participation Observation dated 19 June 2021). Spending
a day at a Sudanese community school, the alternate structures of schooling were grasped where
students are studying, connecting, and forming relationships in a place that perhaps supports
children’s psychological wellbeing in Cairo (Participant Observation dated 12 April 2021).

Participant observation overall supported understanding the physical spaces where Sudanese live
and their relationships/interactions and gaining more insight into behaviors and activities as a
momentary glimpse into the Sudanese’ world in Cairo.
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I met different interlocutors through different ways in this thesis. One of which is Sudanese
community members whom I maintain accessibility to through my previous job with an
international non-governmental organization that works with ‘refugees’ within the humanitarian
and development field. A female SGBV survivor whom I worked with six years ago connected me
to Hamada, a Sudanese community leader in Ard ElLewa, who then supported in reaching more
interlocutors. I worked with her as a case manager supervisor to support service provision to
overcome her SGBV incident (she is not a part of the thesis; she only made the connection).

Another passage was through an Egyptian community leader who collaborates with Mona and her
community association, showcasing networks between Egyptians and Sudanese as they share the
space within Cairo. These community leaders were then the main linkage with other community
members from the targeted communities. Existing study interlocutors recruited future interlocutors

from among their acquaintances, friends, family members, and communities. A final linkage with
Sudanese was meeting them on the streets in Ard ElLewa, introducing the thesis topic to them,
and asking for their willingness to participate. It is essential to note that the names of my
interlocutors, associations, and community schools have been changed to ensure confidentiality.

COVID-19 affected the ethnography to an extent. Since February 2020, nearly 380,000 COVID19 cases have been confirmed in Egypt (“Egypt,” WHO, 2021). My fieldwork, which has started

in January 2021, stopped multiple times. While fieldwork applied WHO and The American
University in Cairo (AUC)’s guidelines, including social distancing and face masks to protect both
participants and researcher, a couple of my interlocutors had symptoms of COVID-19. As a result,
meetings with them were postponed until the end of their quarantine/recovery periods. In addition,
due to COVID-19’s socioeconomic repercussions and interlocutors trying to hunt daily work, we
did not have the flexibility and luxury to meet as we planned. Additionally, COVID-19’s
psychological effects affected my interlocutors in meetings, and thus, numerous meetings were
adjourned indefinitely until they got better.
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With COVID-19, ethnography was thus a mix of online work, especially in the initial phase of
conducting the fieldwork and face-to-face work, as the thesis expanded the fieldwork through
participant observation and shadowing interlocutors in their everyday life. With the increase of
virtual spaces, online ethnography is feasible; however, it cannot fully substitute field research onsite. With interlocutors with whom I only had online discussions (9 out of 20 interlocutors), the

level of detailedness on how they navigate their everyday life was not as profound as the case with
interlocutors whom I met face to face and spent time with. This is on the basis that meeting face
to face did not only build better rapport with interlocutors but, equally, because sitting with them
for hours gave room for unintended yet extremely grounded experiences. For example, being

seated in Mona’s restaurant allowed me to see who comes in, what they discuss, and how their
conversations unfold. Meeting Fatma in her apartment, her friends came over, where I was able to
also have a glimpse into their discussions, networks, and information sharing among themselves.

Even though building rapport with interlocutors whom I had online encounters was not as easy as
with ones I met face to face, having lived in Sudan was a mitigation measure to build rapport. It
was a commonality that Sudanese interlocutors and I had as they felt that I shared a common

understanding with them of where they come from, Sudanese customs, relations, and networks.
For me, the fieldwork with Sudanese additionally brought me back to Sudan’s childhood,
memories, and friendships whom I cherish and still connect with until today. Following fieldwork,
I cared to immediately keep in contact with interlocutors to ensure their psychological wellbeing

because discussing wars in Sudan, mobility, challenges in Cairo, etc., could be triggering for some.
My relationship with the interlocutors is maintained after the end of the fieldwork, in which we
both check up on each other and share updates.

Section VI: Division of Chapters
Keeping the above-mentioned literature review and theoretical framework in mind, I tried to work
with selected concepts that I saw as an opening to seeing the everyday lives of people on the move

differently. The overview above gives a quick glance over an extensive amount of scholarly and
humanitarian-developmental research work produced over ‘refugees,’ particularly focusing on
their problems of representations and structural impediments. This thesis takes a different approach
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by trying to let go of certain undergirding concepts through working with a different set of concepts
together. The concepts I tried to stray away from include but are not limited to ‘refugees,’
‘migrants,’ ‘integration,’ ‘formal’/‘informal,’ and ‘regular’/‘irregular.’11 Below I try to show how
a different narrative of people on the move can be assembled from grappling with a different set
of concepts.

Chapters Sub-Research Questions:
1. How does structural violence gets lived by people on the move on the everyday level? How

do they improvise their own ways through it?
2. How do people move along and across bounded territories? How do they create their own
paths through them?
3. How do people on the move create different spaces of community schooling and

improvised economies as ways in which they can carve out their own opportunities?
4. How does community-making appear within the lives of people on the move?

In the first chapter, entitled Modalities of Violence, I focus on the weave of various concepts
together. These include modes of slow violence that unfold on the everyday level from imposed
waiting time on people on the move from various bureaucratic procedures. I ask how paperwork
requirements imposed unfold as both subjectifying people on the move and simultaneously
opening potentialities for an otherwise to emerge (Hull, 2012). I look at actions as navigations that
are improvised rather than planned within my interlocutors’ narratives and trace how hardships get
maneuvered in different ways (Simone, 2019). I then look at three other types of violence that the

interlocutors I have met constantly brought up. The first is how racism manifests itself in Sudanese
persons on the move’s everyday lives, the second is how to navigate precariousness within work
structures, and the third is how policing and securitization take up the center stage on their
everyday level. I look at those entanglements of concepts in relation to how uncertainty carves
‘Regular’ ‘migration’ is people’s movement between states that take place within international laws, agreements,
and regulations, while ‘irregular’ ‘migration’ is movements outside of ‘regular’ routes set in place and agreed upon.
The thesis yet questions this binary as people move in and out of pathways of ‘regularity’ and ‘irregularity’ as
demonstrated in the thesis.
11
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both possibilities and impossibilities that people navigate in different ways (Zeiderman et al.,
2015).

In my second chapter, entitled Crossing Physical Boundaries: On Territoriality, Mobility and
Routes, I look at how people navigate routes that never unfold as preplanned before their journeys,
which is described by Collyer as ‘fragmented journeys’ in his study of ‘migrants’’ journeys from
Morocco to Europe (2007). Here, I look at how boundaries and ‘territories’ emerge within people’s
lives and how they get destabilized constantly and refashioned through people’s movements (Janz,
2002). Here and then, I look at mobility as an improvised practice that people constantly negotiate
to carve different possibilities out of intense hardships.

In my third chapter, entitled Improvisations and Carving out Spaces of Otherwise, I ask how
improvisations as a repeated practice are in conversation with institutional structures that distantly
seem leakage-free (Simone, 2019). Here, I particularly look at two ways in which people labor:
schooling and work, and how they carve their different alternative institutions (community
schooling and improvised economies) that create and recreate possibilities for an otherwise to
emerge.

In my last chapter, entitled Ephemeral Community-Making and Social Networks, I question
assumptions over what constitutes communities. Through my fieldwork, I look at how my
interlocutors constantly create and recreate changing communities. One that might not be
permanent yet has a trace that leaves them in power and sentiments of togetherness (Gambetti,

2016). I look at how particular spaces, such as qahwa, people’s houses, sandooqs [savings groups],
football matches, and community associations can generate possibilities of togetherness where
people can navigate hardships of the city through them acting as networks of interdependence.
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Chapter 1: Modalities of Violence
This chapter looks at how different modalities of violence unfold on the everyday level within
people on the move’s lives. I look at four different forms of violence. The first of which is the
bureaucracy. I specifically trace the power of certain documents: the residence card, passport, and
the UNHCR card. Through taking different interlocutors’ narratives, I trace how they navigate and
play with different paperwork requirements to carve a life within structural hardships (Hull, 2012).
I then look at how racism manifests in Sudanese’ everyday lives and how they cope with it. From
here on, I move into the various ways in which people on the move labor and navigate diverse
hardships that include but are not limited to exploitative working hours, lack of flexibility, and
unfair financial compensation. I finally look at how uncertainty unfolds within their lives as a
mode of being, where policing and securitization are prevalent in everyday life. I argue that even
though such forms of violence are immense, people on the move constantly carve creative ways
of endurance. Improvisational acts are not necessarily planned but are generative to their own lives
(Simone, 2019).

Section I: Bureaucracy, Slow Violence and the Power of Playing with Documents

How do certain documents get the power to speak of and to power structures? What kind of
confinements do they impose on people constantly on the move? What possibilities and
impossibilities do they create and recreate? How do people carve different ways to navigate and
improvise through such structures? The Humanitarian-Development complex has been widely
known as one of the biggest bureaucratic apparatuses that thrive on paperwork and documents
(Peake and Rieker, 2013). The document stands for what a ‘refugee’ is, what they can be, and what
opportunities people can access. In this section, I work through the narratives of different people
on the move and trace how different types of documents create certain realities for them. Here, I
ask how these people navigate these seemingly crippling bureaucratic requirements to create
different realities for themselves. While the goal of these people is never to upfront challenge the
system, people learn to navigate the bureaucratic system. Through their efforts, they constantly
blur the boundaries between ‘legal’ and ‘illegal’ categories, along with ‘legitimate’ and
‘illegitimate’ binaries.
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UNHCR Card as Document Power
UNHCR card can be traced as document power, especially in detention 12 (more details on
detention in below sections). UNHCR supports the release of detainees who are registered with it
through attempting 13 to physically access detention centers to check whether detainees have
‘refugee’ open files. If detainees have open files with UNHCR, they are issued UNHCR cards and

released shortly. In detention, UNHCR also provides services to detainees, including food, milk,
and diapers for children, medications, and other services following detainees’ release, mainly
housing and psychosocial support.

More importantly, the role of UNHCR in detention is more significant, not through the services
that it provides, but rather in terms of registration with it and possession of its card. According to
Hamada, who has been a Sudanese community leader in Ard ElLewa since his arrival to Cairo in

2004, some of the ‘refugees’ who came intending to travel beyond Egypt from the start14 only
register with UNHCR as a backup given that “[UNHCR] cards permit their release” (Hamada,
third meeting dated 08 June 2021). “They did not come because of Egypt itself, nor because of
UNHCR. But they are aware that they need a UNHCR card to be released if arrested,” described

Hamada (Ibid). Some persons on the move who plan their ‘irregular’ migration journeys are fully
aware that they need to register with UNHCR only, so detention is shortened if arrested during
their ‘irregular’ migration journeys and to have an entity to support in their release. This is because
‘irregular’ migration detainees without any UNHCR documentation or residence cards are
transferred to more fixed detention centers where they could spend months to years before their
deportation (Ibid). This illustrates how persons on the move use their awareness of the power of
documents to create their own possibilities to survive the bureaucratic structures.
12

Egypt does not have official detention centers but uses police stations and prisons for administrative detention
purposes (“Country Report Immigration Detention in Egypt: Military Tribunals, Human Rights Abuses, Abysmal
Conditions, and EU Partner,” 2018, pg.26).
13
UNHCR representatives are sometimes denied access to detention centers despite of the memorandum of
understanding between UNHCR and the Egyptian government (“Country Report Immigration Detention in Egypt:
Military Tribunals, Human Rights Abuses, Abysmal Conditions, and EU Partner,” 2018, pg.10).
14
Speaking of ones who came to Egypt with ‘irregular’ migration in mind from the start, Hamada described, “For
them, Egypt is a transit. They want to pay and leave immediately. They are not integrated at all. They do not even
want UNHCR. Most of them are not registered with UNHCR because they think that UNCHR’s procedures are long
and last for five to seven years. So, they take a short cut through traveling by sea, considering that they would either
be eaten by fish or that their life changes if they reach there [Italy]…. They did not come with the intention to stay.
They came to travel by sea. This is their plan from the start” (Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021).
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Persons on the move also comprehend that holding residence cards in detention is necessary.
Fathiya spoke of the cruciality to hold residence cards in detention centers out of her personal
experience wherein she was arrested at sea four times in attempting to ‘irregularly’ migrate beyond
Egypt to Europe through the Mediterranean route between 2011 and 2017 (more in the second
chapter) (Fathiya, meeting dated 10 June 2021). “They [police personnel] treat you poorly,
especially when you do not have a residence card. It is very dark when you do not have a residence
card. Very dark days. They make you wash the whole police station. They make you clean all
offices and so on. This is until they inform UNHCR and UNHCR comes to see what can be done
and whether [UNHCR] files are open or not. They then release you,” elaborated Fathiya (Ibid).
Narratives signify how Sudanese in Cairo, despite and yet in relation to institutionalized,
bureaucratic structures, are constantly adapting improvised measures to proceed forward.

Sudanese are aware of the structures and their limitations on them, but they do not conform to
these structures. This is not only the case of Sudanese in Cairo, but other literature has similarly
studied how people on everyday dealings negotiate bureaucratic practices. Hull’s ethnographic
fieldwork in Islamabad, Pakistan, between 1996 and 1998, for example, traced how residents

negotiated the workings of bureaucracy. Residents played with documents, including forging their
documents through leakages within the bureaucratic system in addition to waiting to submit their
case files until they set up conditions in place that would result in favorable decisions and greater
benefits (Hull, 2012, pg.182-189). Similar to Islamabad’s local residents, Sudanese use
bureaucratic documents as instruments of negotiations, as Hull argued, to survive and carve their
possibilities (Ibid, pg.88).

Document Power: The Residence Card
Sudanese in Cairo, regardless of whether they are ‘refugees’ or ‘migrants,’ are required to issue
residence cards to legalize their stay in the country, in which ‘refugees’ renew their residence cards
every six months while it is every year for ‘migrants.’ Regardless of this bureaucratic requirement,
not all Sudanese interlocutors hold valid residence cards due to long and difficult procedures,
increased fees, and perception by some ‘refugees’ that issuance of residence cards is against
‘refugees’’ international rights. With some who hold the residence card, they choose whether to
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issue it on their UNHCR cards or passports to buttress their claims to certain rights against the
imposed limitations of the bureaucratic apparatus. This speaks to their ability to maneuver
structures in place rather than passively conforming to them.

As document power like UNHCR card, residence cards are a form of biopolitics to attempt to

restrict Sudanese through intensifying governance and control over them. Biopolitics create an
elimination process based on which group is more governable (Aradau and Tazzioli, 2020,
pg.210). Biopolitics is a “power that exerts a positive influence on life, that endeavours to
administer, optimize, and multiply it, subjecting it to precise controls and comprehensive
regulations” (Foucault, 1976, pg.137). This governance system is not only imposed by the
Egyptian state but also seeps through international organizations. For example, accessibility to
some services such as cash assistance by UNHCR, before COVID-19, was linked to issuing
residence cards on UNHCR cards (Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021). Further,
resettlement processes to a third country, according to Hamada, are facilitated by issuing residence
cards on UNHCR cards. When ‘refugees’ issue residence cards on UNHCR cards, “you have
confirmed that you are a refugee. Some people choose not to issue the residence card on UNHCR
card, which means that they have other motives to either travel by sea or to return” (Ibid).

Hamada himself who is registered with UNHCR and claims that UNHCR card expresses a
document power in terms of accessibility of services and resettlement, does not follow UNHCR’s
procedures for ‘refugees’ to issue the residence card on UNHCR card. Like other Sudanese,
Hamada, to land better work opportunities and access financial services (such as banks and money
transfer services) uses his passport to issue the residence card. This is on the basis that ‘refugees’

cannot deal with banks or financial services companies such as Western Union using their UNHCR
cards, as one of my interlocutors shared (Samia, meeting dated 03 May 2021). Being attentive to
the power of the passport, Hamada, who is in close proximity to the Humanitarian-Development
complex as he attends UNHCR’s monthly meetings with community leaders and works closely

with other international organizations, decisively shared that issuing the residence card on his
UNHCR card would impede his private business in Egypt. Hamada’s business is exporting
Egyptian goods to Sudan in linkage with his family’s bigger business in Sudan (Hamada, second
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meeting dated 01 February 2021). This tells you that many people like Hamada navigate their way
through both existing networks and networks they generate (more will be elaborated later).
Hamada’s narrative reflects that in order to maneuver the structural hardships imposed by this
governance system, Sudanese in Cairo improvise different angles to deal and move through in
their everyday life, channeling their uncertainty to make the most out of their space (Simone, 2019,

pg.8).

Slow Violence of the Bureaucracy: Finding Evidence
We rarely think of bureaucracy only in terms of its requirements, but rather always in terms of
time. Whenever one imagines a bureaucratic requirement, an immediate picture of waiting in long
lines emerges. Waiting becomes a slowly violent way in which both ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’
navigate their lives. For both to issue their residence cards, standard paperwork needs to be
collected, then a visit, two or three to the Mugamaa.15 If there is one common image that any of
us who have passed by Mugamaa have seen, it is the thousands of people standing, sweating,
panting and waiting… for something.
My interlocutors expressed that the procedures for Sudanese ‘migrants’ to issue a residence card
are noticeably easier than that for ‘refugees.’ According to Mo’taz, a young 24-year-old ‘migrant’
from Damazin, Blue Nile State, Sudan, the procedures to issue a residence card have not changed
since he arrived in Egypt nearly three years ago. Procedures go as following: “I bring a rental

agreement and a letter from the embassy and go to Mugamaa in Abaseya to register. Alhamdallah,
on the same day, I finalize [the procedures]. I receive the residence card after 21 days or a month”
(Mo’taz, meeting dated 27 March 2021). Processes were echoed by Samiha, a 26-year-old
‘migrant’ from Blue Nile State. She also added that the residence card can be issued through any

police station and not necessarily from the Mugamaa in Abaseya. For ‘migrants’ on a student visa
such as Tarek, they provide a proof that they are students from the university rather than a rental
agreement, and their residence cards are valid for the academic year (9 months) (Tarek, second

15

Mugamaa is an administrative 14-story governmental building, located in the heart of Cairo in ElTahrir, where most
paperwork is processed including issuing drivers’ licenses, residence cards, visas, travel security clearances, etc. It is
often seen as a symbol of cumbersome bureaucracy. Egyptian Passports, Immigration, and Nationality
Administration has been moved, as of July 2019, from Mugamaa in ElTahrir to the old Police Academy in Abaseya.
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meeting dated 11 April 2021). However, one wonders if such requirements like rental agreements
or being enrolled in university are readily available to everyone.

On the other hand, the procedures for ‘refugees’ are more complex and noticeably slower and more
difficult, especially as the Mugamaa in Abaseya comes as a secondary step. Sudanese ‘refugees’
withdraw a reference number from the MoFA and then approach the Mugamaa in Abaseya after a
month where they fill in a form. After 20 days to a month, they return to the Mugamaa to pay the
fees and undertake the biometrics. Finally, they make a final visit to the Abaseya Mugamaa in
three weeks to a month to receive the residence card. There is yet a possibility that the residence
card would not yet be issued, and they are asked to return after another 10 days. Samia, a Sudanese
‘refugee’ from Darfur who has been in Egypt since 2012 indicated, “The procedures are long. But
we do not have another solution…. Lately, the fees have become expensive for us.… Procedures

are lengthy. You spend three months to issue the residence card and then after four or five months,
you return to renew it” (Samia, meeting dated 03 May 2021). Describing the first part of the
residence card issuance process at the MoFA, Fathiya, a ‘refugee’ who has been in Egypt since
2005, stated,

“It used to be a bit better before, but it is extremely terrible now. Now, you go at 4pm to register
your name and return at 8pm to find people sleeping over at the MoFA. You find women and men
all sleeping over together. You sleep over there, taking with you your bedsheet and a bottle of
water. There is no bathroom. Men are on one side and women are on another side. People wait
until the office opens at 10am. Then you find four queues, two for men and two for women. If any
conflict, fight unfolds, they close the window after an hour or an hour and a half. So, you go back
home and return to register again at 4pm, leave and then go back again to sleep over in the evening”
(Fathiya, meeting dated 10 June 2021).

Paperwork Costs
Residence cards issuance is not only a lengthy process that imposes slow violence on all who get
involved with it, but it is also quite expensive for many of my interlocutors. 2019 marked fee
increase of 150% for ‘refugees’ and 1325% for ‘migrants.’ Increased fees came with introducing
digital residence cards instead of permit stamps on documents. In 2019, costs to issue residence
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cards for ‘migrants’ and ‘refugees’ were increased from 40 Egyptian Pounds – EGP (2.38 USD)16
to 570 EGP (34 USD). However, as ‘refugees’ protested the increased cost, UNHCR went into
negotiations with MoFA and Ministry of Interior (MoI), resulting in a decrease of fees for only
‘refugees’ to 100 EGP (5.95 USD in 2019) (Mona, first meeting dated 14 March 2021; Osama,
2019).

In addition to residence cards’ increased fees, there are increased fines for each month Sudanese
are delayed in renewing their residence card. This specifically holds true for ‘migrants’ because
since the outbreak of COVID-19, UNHCR has been covering fines for ‘refugees.’ This is because
as a result of COVID-19, UNHCR’s office has been closed, affecting service provision on many
fronts, including new arrivals’ registration and renewal of expired cards that is correlated with
issuance of residence cards and accessibility to services provided by UNHCR’s partners.

According to Hamada, nearly 70,000 ‘refugees’ have expired cards because of the closure of
UNHCR’s office and thus cannot renew their residence cards (Hamada, second meeting dated 01
February 2021). In attempting to mitigate the circumstances, UNHCR communicated ‘refugees’’
inability to renew their UNHCR cards to MoFA and MoI to avoid arrests of ‘refugees’ who carry

expired residence cards. That communication did not manifest on ground as there were mass
arrests of ‘refugees’ in Ard ElLewa on 01 February 2021 (more below). UNCHR also
communicated with its partners the necessity to continue providing ‘refugee’ services, as
mentioned above, during COVID-19 regardless of whether ‘refugees’ possess valid UNHCR
cards. Hanan, a ‘refugee’ who has been in Cairo for six years, has thus continued accessing services
even though her UNHCR card expired during COVID-19 (Hanan, meeting dated 08 March 2021).

Regardless of higher fees for ‘migrants’ to issue residence cards than ‘refugees,’ Sudanese, while
operating through the system and assertively being more than instrumental objects of bureaucratic
processes, are able to maximize their positions. Fatma is an extremely interesting case of how
some ‘refugees’ alternate between passports and UNHCR card to be mobile. Mobile here, a

16

Throughout the thesis, the exchange rate of EGP to USD is as following: average exchange rate of 0.1412 in 2014;
average exchange rate of 0.0561 in 2017; average exchange rate of 0.0595 in 2019; average exchange rate of 0.0633
in 2020; and average exchange rate of 0.0637 in 2021.
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benefit, that gets granted and revoked by UNHCR. Fatma, legally categorized as a ‘refugee,’
continues to issue her residence card on the Sudanese passport rather than on UNHCR card while
being fully aware of the benefits that could come with issuing the residence card on UNHCR card.
In order to not issue the residence card on UNHCR card, “You bring a police report that you have
lost your UNHCR card so that they do not issue the residence card on UNHCR card and cancel

the passport,” told me Fatma at our first meeting on 29 March 2021. As per ‘official’ procedures
set by UNHCR and the Egyptian state, once ‘refugees’ obtain a UNHCR card, the legal residency
on their national passports is cancelled; after which they are not able to use their national passports
to travel outside of Egypt. However, some Sudanese in Cairo, as “uncaptured urbanite,” use

“mobility and uncertain legal status to escape some forms of state disciplinary power” (Kihato,
2013, pg.33). In navigating ‘formal’ procedures, Fatma does not issue the residence card using her
UNHCR card in order to be able to ‘regularly’ travel to Sudan for visits in despite of procedures
in place that ‘refugees’ must close their file at UNHCR for UNHCR to submit a letter to the

Mugamaa as a step for ‘refugees’ to travel outside of Egypt. She said that the other option would
be to ‘irregularly’ travel to Sudan and issue a new passport before returning to Egypt. She does
not pursue the second option only because issuing a new passport in Sudan costs 10,000 Sudanese
Pounds – SDG (23 USD in 2021). Fatma showcases how Sudanese in Cairo “challenge and
fragment power with different goals in mind” (Sanyal, 2012, pg.641). They are not passive
recipients of polices and bureaucratic requirements To cope and navigate their everyday life,
Sudanese in Cairo persistently challenge institutionalized procedures and mechanisms in place and
find their own mitigation measures to proceed forward beyond the formal institutionalized
boundaries of Cairo.

Navigations of the Power of the Residence Card
“Now, they ask about residence cards in any job…. At work, the manager was really good. When
the decision was made [regarding the need for employers to hold valid residence cards], I was
performing well at work…. I explained to him the situation, that there is no way to issue the
residence card, and that I needed to continue working. He said it was acceptable and that he would
speak to the management. I have been working for two years, approaching three years. Every time
they ask about the residence card, he [the manager] tells me and deals with them [the
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management],” explained Omda how his manager and he managed to navigate the structural
hardships through ‘informally’ securing Omda’s job for nearly three years in a furniture store
without a residence card (Omda, meeting dated 12 April 2021). Due to the increased fees of issuing
residence cards since 2019, Omda’s family stopped issuing residence cards. Omda is his family’s
(his mother and younger siblings) breadwinner since their arrival to Cairo more than five years

ago.

Mona also continues renting apartments in Ard ElLewa without ever holding a residence card. She
perceives issuance of residence cards to be against ‘refugees’’ international rights, stating,
“I am holding a card that has two articles; 30 and 31; which do not require me to issue a residence
card…. Why should I issue a residence card? My residence is on UNHCR.… I will not issue a
residence card…. This is a law and my right that I am entitled to by the UN…. The refugee does
not know his rights. Egypt made up this law” (Mona, first meeting dated 14 March 2021).

On UNHCR card, it refers to Articles 31 and 33 on non-refoulement, which is that the person of
concern is under the temporary international protection of UNHCR. It does not reference residency

but that does negate the fact that Mona has been able to renew her UNHCR card and to rent
apartments without ever issuing the residence card. UNHCR renewing ‘refugees’’ cards in
isolation from the validity of a residence card puts its own system in question. Regardless of
Mona’s objection to issue a residence card, she has begun considering the matter after she was
notified that she has been accepted for resettlement. She, like Hamada, believes that residence
cards facilitate resettlement processes especially as she wants to continue her onward mobility
beyond Cairo (Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021; Mona, second meeting dated 10 June
2021). This goes to support Turner’s indication that the behavior of people in liminal state is at
times “humble” as they choose to “obey their instructors implicitly” in order to be able to navigate
barriers in place (1966, pg.95). This illustrates how Sudanese alternate between working within or
away from the structures, in which their navigations are in becoming and improvised, depending
on their circumstances, rather than pre-planned.
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More importantly, Mona and landlords who agree to rent her their apartments without a residence
card have been able to bypass Egypt’s rental law that requires a legal residency for non-Egyptians.
If the landlord does not accept that she does not have a residency, she finds another apartment.
Regardless of whether these landlords rent their apartments to Mona without a residence card
because they emphasize or understand her situation or because they are personally benefiting from

income, “they are resisting the frameworks proposed and enforced by the state. It is the citizens’
actions, their agency, which enables the refugees to challenge the structures and regulations that
control their lives” (Johnson, pg.121 in Nyers and Rygiel, 2012). Mona’s son, Sajid, a 23-year-old
interlocutor in this thesis and studying engineering at Cairo University, also added that the

university does not ask about residency. However, when he was stopped by the police before, the
malleability of the law allowed him to navigate the situation through showing his university ID.
As he described it, “when they knew that I was studying at Cairo University as I showed them the
ID, they told me to go. The university’s ID is a form of protection. Since you are studying at Cairo
University, [police assume that] you probably have the residence card and even if you want to
issue the residence card, the procedures are easy” (Sajid, meeting dated 12 April 2021).

Here, it is important to note that Sajid’s encounter with the police does not necessarily represent
many other Sudanese people on the move in Cairo who are stopped or found without a residence
card, as elaborated under section IV of this chapter. With urban uncertainty, unfoldings of events
or encounters in the city are not guaranteed nor can be anticipated.

Accounts yet show that Sudanese in Cairo can steer through structural difficulties in terms of
finding housing and accessing work without a residence card through co-adopting navigation

means with the support of Egyptians in their networks. The navigation of structural hardships here
can be seen in accessing housing, work, and education as well as in avoiding possible arrests and
detention in some instances regardless of not holding a valid residence card. All that has been
discussed about Sudanese in Cairo in reference to residence cards or rather lack of, suggests that

Cairo for Sudanese “may [have] become a space for a politics of critique relative to the state, a
politics that refuses specific forms of governmentality – most notably the abjection of those
displaced” (Darling, 2017, pg.192). Against the notion of the Humanitarian-Development complex
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that people on the move need to be saved, Sudanese in Cairo are able to play with paperwork
requirements to steer the limitations of the structures and bureaucracy through becoming and
constantly evolving improvisational acts, which they employ in order to carve potentialities for
their own lives. These improvisational acts are testimonies of their own human capital, capacities,
and ability to play back with the structures’ leakages as well as their established social networks

and capital.

Section II: On Racism and Blackness
Forbearance and Avoidance as Coping
“Yes, there is racism in Egypt. If you want to come and endure it, then that’s okay. If you cannot
endure it, then do not come” is the advice Sudanese living in Cairo give to other Sudanese who
are considering moving to Egypt on social media groups, as shared by Samiha (meeting dated 26

April 2021). While the first form of violence that my interlocutors explicitly and frequently spoke
of was the violent waiting on the bureaucratic apparatus, another was the racism felt on an
everyday level. Words including “Ya Samara [dark-skinned],” “Ya Soda [black],” “Smile so we
can see you,”17 “Ya zeitouna [an olive],”18 “Ya Chocalata [chocolate],” “Ya Aar Elhala [bottom

of the pan],”19 and “Wasakhto el balad [You have made the country filthy]” are all words that
Sudanese people on the move hear daily while navigating the street.

Racism is an uncontrollable stressor for Sudanese living in Cairo that they cannot change in the
spaces they live in and navigate through. Forbearance and avoidance, in terms of ignoring racism
and racial slurs, have thus become coping mechanisms that Sudanese adopt to navigate their
everyday lives. Faisal, a 23-year-old Sudanese who has been living in Cairo since 2017, is an

interesting case of how avoidance can be considered a sign of endurance. Avoidance can be
perceived as a ‘passive’ coping mechanism, but in situations where problem-oriented
confrontations can have adverse outcomes on persons on the move, it can be seen as adaptive.

17

As explained by Sajid, this refers to Sudanese being dark skinned and the only thing that could be visible is their
white teeth (meeting dated 12 April 2021).
18
An olive is an analogy for being dark skinned as told by Tarek (second meeting dated 11 April 2021).
19
This is used in reference to the bottom of the pan being burned as a resemblance for being dark skinned as explained
by Mona (second meeting dated 10 June 2021).
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Faisal had a physical fight with an Egyptian youth in Ard ElLewa who made racial slurs to him
and his friend, including being called ‘Ya Zol,’20 as they were seated outside their building (Faisal,
meeting dated 30 March 2021). As a result of the confrontation, the Egyptian youth continued
coming to Faisal’s building, yelling more racial slurs from the street, and physically waiting on
Faisal to come down the building to seek revenge (Ibid). As Faisal was working at the time and

had to leave for work, he snuck out for three consecutive days. He had to take a different route to
and from work to ensure his safety as the word was spread around the neighborhood that the
Egyptian youth had gathered his friends for a big fight (Ibid). On the fourth day, an Egyptian elder
in the community intervened to mitigate the conflict between Faisal and the Egyptian youth. Faisal,

reflecting on that incident, elaborated, “I have learned my mistake,” which is that the best coping
mechanism to racism is ignoring it because “the moment you reply, you will get into a fight. So, I
ignore it” (Ibid). “You have to be a cold person [to deal with racism],” explained Faisal (Ibid).

The exact terminology of being ‘cold’ was iterated by Samia whose approach to racism changed
over the course of the 10 years she has lived in Cairo. When Samia initially got to Egypt in 2012,
she used to get into fights when hearing racial slurs on the street. However, with time, she decided

to apply the forbearance and avoidance coping mechanisms, which to her is better psychologically
than attempting to affect a change on the surrounding. “I replied so many times before and nothing
changed. It only makes my blood boil with no outcome…. You do not benefit anything. The word
was already said, and it hurt. We have to bear it,” explained Samia (meeting dated 03 May 2021).
Even though avoidance can be read as passivity in Western dichotomies of passive versus active
(Noh et al., 1999, pg.202), the thesis suggests avoidance and forbearance as tactical coping against
the complexities faced by Sudanese persons on the move on everyday dealings. Sudanese are
aware of matters within their control and other domains to which they cannot control and that can
have adverse consequences to them. This distinction on its own, as applied by other persons on the
move, including Asian ‘refugee’ communities in Canada as studied by Noh et al. (1999), is one
that speaks’ to persons on the move’s understanding of the surroundings out of which they channel
these understandings in choosing the most feasible acts to employ to carve lives for themselves.

20

Zol or Zola means person in Sudanese dialect, and which some Sudanese perceive to be used by some Egyptians
to make fun of them.
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Positive Racial Identity Dimensions: “What is the best thing in the world?”
Along with avoidance and forbearance, Sudanese in Cairo cope with racism faced on the everyday
level through positive racial identity dimensions that can buffer the psychological effects of
racism. As studied by Brondolo et al., “the pride and belonging dimensions of racial identity may
produce a more general feeling of wellbeing” (2009, pg.70). Hanan’s narrative is a case of how
Sudanese in Cairo enhance their sense of pride in their racial identity to navigate racism’s effects
on their wellbeing. Hanan’s 9-year-old son is often called ‘chocolata [chocolate]’ by Egyptian
children on the street, which used to be extremely upsetting to him (Hanan, meeting dated 08
March 2021). As Hanan identified that racial slurs were psychologically affecting her son, she
continued repeating to him, “What is the best thing in the world? Is it not chocolate?” (Ibid). With
time, Hanan’s son has become less affected by being called chocolata because it has become

associated with a sense of positivity and pride. This illustrates that positive racial identify
dimensions are passed down to and reproduced across generations as coping mechanisms against
racism’s psychological effects. Elham, who is a Sudanese ‘refugee’ who came to Cairo in
November 2019, is also not affected by being called chocolate on the streets because “chocolate

is dark. Would I match up to chocolate? It is dark and sweet. So, I am dark and sweet” (Elham,
meeting dated 12 April 2021). Many interlocutors repeated Hanan and Elham’s narratives.
Developing different coping mechanisms against racism speaks to Sudanese navigating social
thresholds. Sudanese are not stood still against different forms of barriers and violence but adopt
different, whether individual-level or collective, measures to deal with their circumstances.

Section III: Forms of Labor

Hustling through Everyday Uncertainties in the Workplace
People on the move need to work to have better future prospects through acquiring material means.
Sudanese people on the move face various complications in accessing the Egyptian labor market,
which gets more complicated by the heightened unemployment rate. Interlocutors have tried to
navigate different ways to get into the labor market, mostly ‘informally’ to over-ride the paperwork
requirements hurdle. It is important to note that even though Sudanese’ accessibility to the labor
market in Cairo is challenging, all interlocutors participating in this thesis, regardless of their legal
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status, have access to the labor market in different forms. They work in day labor, as domestic
workers, in construction work, as teachers, in stores, as freelancers, in restaurants, as street
vendors, in factories, and as small business owners. They work in different areas, wherever a job
could be found, including Ard ElLewa, Attaba, Bolaq, Nasr City, 6th of October, Salam ElAsher,
Faisal, Maadi, Helwan, Mohandessen, and Mansheyet Nasser to Ain Sokhna, Kafr ElSheikh and

Assiut. Sudanese in Ard ElLewa, especially younger generations and youth, are able to not only
find but at times create and re-create employment and livelihoods opportunities for themselves and
for each other in despite of Cairo’s barriers whether in terms of economic hurdles by the state or
work conditions, including treatment and experiences by the host community. They hustle through

everyday uncertainties to make a living away from governance systems in place, speaking to their
improvisations and adaptations to conditions of adversity as a mere form of survival. Through their
improvisational acts, Sudanese put the ‘victimhood’ label of persons on the move into question
and stray away from the ‘formal’ versus ‘informal’ binary (Kihato, 2013, pg.9).

Exploitative Working Hours and a Lack of Flexibility
Numerous interlocutors expressed that work systems in Cairo vary from Sudan in which the

Sudanese working environment is often less demanding and more flexible. Sajid remembering his
work at ElAbd Pastry, an old patisserie in Cairo’s downtown, where he only worked for a short
period as he found it “very difficult” because shifts were for 12 hours standing, he articulated,
“You work as a machine so you can easily get back pain. It is very quick. Honestly, Egyptians are
speedy. They like to work quickly. But us Sudanese are not used to this pace. From a young age,
they [Egyptians] are quick. He works from a young age. But us Sudanese are slightly privileged
in Sudan” (Sajid, meeting dated 12 April 2021). Sajid soon left as the manager did not
accommodate shorter shifts for Sajid to balance between his job, and the English course he wanted
to take. That course was, for him, a serious endeavor as it had the potential to increase his
competitiveness in the labor market and prepare him for engineering school. Sajid has shortly after
enrolled in engineering school at Cairo University. Calculating the most feasible endeavors and
appropriated opportunities for their lives is one of the navigation tools that Sudanese apply in
Cairo. They are not observers to their life in Cairo but rather ones who tactically harness the hustle
for their everyday survival and better future prospects.
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What is ‘just’ pay?
Sajid also left another job as a cleaner in the same furniture store where Omda, one of the thesis’
interlocutors and his friend who worked together in several jobs, still works, approaching three
years. Sajid left the furniture store because he did not want to work extra hours that workers were
financially compensated for, while Omda stayed because he found the reward in the extra money
to secure a better living for his family and enroll his siblings in school (Ibid; Omda, meeting dated
12 April 2021). Omda decided to remain at work until “find[ing] a better job to move on to” since
he could not afford otherwise a longer gap in income (Omda, meeting dated 12 April 2021). Sajid’s
leave from the furniture store regardless of his need to secure an income and support his single
mother and siblings speaks to some Sudanese in Cairo, especially younger Sudanese, to be on the
move between jobs. Mobility across jobs speaks to how Sudanese people on the move create work

opportunities for themselves, mainly through cultivating access to various Sudanese networks.
Shortly after leaving his job at the furniture store, Sajid through his Sudanese friends, managed to
land a job at a restaurant. On the other hand, Omda’s stay at the furniture store showcases one of
the navigation tools that Sudanese in Cairo employ as traced in the thesis, which is weighing of

reward and risks. Omda’s choice to remain in his job was built on calculations of how working
extra hours plays against other factors within the workplace, including salary and treatment. Omda
has been working for nearly three years at the furniture store because it is close to his home, he
earns a satisfactory income and finds a good treatment by the manager who has been able to secure
Omda’s job without a residence card as mentioned above (Ibid).

Similarly, with accessibility to the labor market in Cairo also comes exploitation for some. Faisal,

who came to look for work opportunities after saving money from his job in Sudan as a freelancer
in infrastructure, managed to find a job in four days following his arrival (Faisal, meeting dated 30
March 2021). He landed a job, through his cousin’s networks as a showcase of how Sudanese
support one another in creating and finding work opportunities, in Madinety Compound in
agriculture in regard to spraying pesticides. Even though accommodation, full of other Sudanese
workers, was provided by the job in Sherouq, Faisal did not land the job he was hoping for. He
was not paid for the 27 days he worked there, making him left to feel, “[it was the] first time I felt
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that my labor was not compensated…. It was the company that did not compensate me, not the
people who were working there” (Ibid). The same scenario happened with Sajid and Omda (who
are close friends) at a restaurant where they both worked for two months along with three other
Sudanese workers. As the salary for the second month was delayed due to reasons my interlocutors
were not aware of, Sajid and Omda mobilized other Sudanese workers and collectively quit

together on the same day (Sajid, meeting dated 12 April 2021).

Narratives demonstrate that even though Sudanese face working issues within the labor market in
Egypt, they are able to navigate through employing different tools, including calculations of risks
versus reward, moving between jobs that are often created through their Sudanese networks, and
at times departing from jobs that are not perceived to be the most feasible ventures for their lives.
This speaks to persons on the move’s ongoing hustling and adaptations to make a living despite
the city’s challenges and adversaries.

Section IV: Uncertainty as a Mode of Being
Policing and Securitization
A final form of violence that many of my interlocutors on the move face is relevant to their
encounter with policing within the securitized state. On 01 February 2021, there were mass arrests
of ‘refugees’ who did not hold valid residence cards as

“The police went into shops and stopped people on the streets to check the validity of their
residence cards. They arrested many; Sudanese; Yeminis; Somalis. UNHCR’s office is closed.
Most people have expired residence cards…. They will let them go. 48 hours and they will let
them go. This is psychologically draining. Some people do not know where their family members

are. People at the community center were agitated. We informed them on our pages that people
who did not return home have been arrested” (Hamada, second meeting dated 01 February 2021).

Arrests as such do not only affect Sudanese psychologically and emotionally but also economically
as most of them have daily jobs that earn them daily living. February 2021 arrests were not
anticipated by the community nor by community leaders as UNHCR notified them that formal
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communications between UNHCR, MoFA, and MoI were held that arrests of ‘refugees’ not
holding residence cards would be on pause. This is given that many ‘refugees’ are unable to issue
residence cards because of their expired UNHCR cards resulting from UNHCR office’s closure
due to COVID-19 (Ibid). These unanticipated events speak to the uncertainty of the city. The way
the Sudanese community in Ard ElLewa resorted to the community leaders to circumnavigate the

situation illustrates that uncertainty can be both “produced and productive” (Zeiderman et al.,
2015, pg.284-285). After the February arrests, Hamada as a Sudanese community leader,
communicated with UNHCR what happened, informed community members of the matter and
reassured them that their relatives would be released. He additionally supported in the release of

detainees. Hamada is a core member of a ‘refugee’ protection group, which compromises of four
community leaders in Egypt in general, not only in Ard ElLewa (two Sudanese; one Eritrean; and
one Somali). Establishment of this protection group and involvement of community leaders in the
release of Sudanese is a form of how Sudanese in Cairo steer through physical boundaries. Without

them, detainees could potentially be detained for days, weeks or even months without any
knowledge of their whereabouts in some cases by their families or friends or with at least delayed
interventions in their release through organizations responsible for their protection such as
UNHCR. Hamada said that in cases of arrests because of residence cards,
“they [‘refugees’] are released rapidly because they may have forgotten it somewhere or at home
or lost it. We thus go to UNHCR and issue it for them. We inform UNHCR that so and so has lost
his card, so they help issue it. We then deliver it [UNHCR card] to him, and he is released…. But
if no one goes to him, he could spend two, three, or four months there without anyone paying
attention to him even though the card could be at home. Sometimes, they [the police] arrest people
in qahwas while watching football. They ask them about their residence cards while they do not
have UNHCR cards or residence cards on them…. As they do not have any documentations, they

[police] arrest them until their families bring in their documents. But their families do not even
know where they are, and it takes time to know where they are. And some do not even have
relatives here. They could be staying with their friends who work and are busy. They [their friends]
do not ask about them. When we go, we find many victims in similar situations. Their friends think

they have gone to another place or are with other friends and will return in a month. When they
[their friends] call them, they find that their phone is off because they take their phones away”
(Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021).
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In some cases, family members or friends are also hesitant to approach police stations because of
prior adverse experiences in police stations or because out of fear for not holding residence cards
themselves. On approaching or in general reporting to the police, Fathiya reflected, “We used to
go to the police station during Hosny Mubarak’s rule. Not only go to the police station, but even
if someone attacked me at home, I could call the police and they would come…. But now, if you
want to resort to the police station, you would be losing any remaining right you could have had”
(Fathiya, meeting dated 10 June 2021). Therefore, community members resort to community
leaders to act as interceders between the Egyptian state and them; between UNHCR and them.

In cases of arrests for invalid residence cards, community leaders maneuver accessibility to police
stations and prisons by acting as relatives of prisoners to acquire information that are then
transferred to UNHCR for support (Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021). Visits for
relatives/family used to be allowed twice a week for 15 minutes each visit. However, restrictions
to prisons amplified as visits have become limited to only first-degree relatives or through official
accessibility by the Prosecution. With Hamada as a community leader, his accessibility to police
stations and prisons is easier than community members to the extent that he is known in some
police stations and prisons. For example, Hamada is known in Qanater prison, which is a prison
and a pretrial detention center at the North outskirts of Cairo and that is known for the ill-treatment

of prisoners (“Rights groups call for immediate investigation into the latest assaults on womeninmates in Qanater Prison,” 2014). According to Hamada, there are more than 300 female and
male prisoners of people on the move from different nationalities in Qanater Prison as of February
2021; most of whom were arrested because of residence cards (Hamada, second meeting dated 01

February 2021). Hamada thus often visits the prison to support in their release. He is recognized
to the extent that even though his residence card has expired a while ago, he is not asked for
identification when visiting Qanater prison because of their prior knowledge of him (Ibid).

Community leaders also utilize police collusion, especially soldiers, to navigate physical
restrictions in accessing police stations/prisons. According to Hamada, police officers are
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respectful, but soldiers construct disorder within state discourse. It brings up the question of “what
is “official when police officers collude to turn a blind eye on “unofficial” [practices]?” (Kihato,
2013, pg.114). Following Darling’s argument that the city has become “a situated and contested
interlocutor for state discourses and practices” (2017, pg.192), Hamada narrated,
“Soldiers want money. The police officer does not want money. The soldier wants money from

anyone. If you pay money, your needs are met. If you do not pay money, he [the soldier] acts up.
So, to go in for example, he can delay you for three or four hours. But if you pay, you will not
stand outside for even three minutes. He wants you to follow his rules so that you pay when you
get there. For example, I bring my phone with me. But as phones are not allowed, he [the soldier]

is supposed to keep it in the safe. But he tells you to leave it in a kiosk outside. When you go to
the kiosk, he charges you for a specific quote for each hour. If you do not pay the kiosk, he does
not take it [the phone] from you. If you go back to the soldier, he tells you that you cannot come
in or drop it [the phone] at home. If you were to return home, then the day would be over, and you

would spend money on transportation, so you are forced to pay. Even though the kiosk is outside
the prison, it is guaranteed that he is working with the soldier” (Hamada, third meeting dated 08
June 2021). Hamada’s narrative of support in community members’ arrests goes to support that
community leaders’ ‘informal’ practices support ‘refugees’ in navigating Cairo’s limitations,
including physical barriers. As will be elaborated in other chapters, the role of community leaders
and their established alternative ‘informal’ structures demonstrates how persons on the move serve
as their own agents as they create their own possibilities to maneuver the ‘formal’ structure that
poses limitations on what can or cannot do; on what they can or cannot access.
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Chapter 2: Crossing Physical Boundaries: On Territoriality, Mobility and

Routes
Many of the Sudanese I collaborated with in the thesis have either personally gone through an
‘irregular’ migration journey or know someone who did or at some point considered or currently
plan to pursue such journey. ‘Irregular’ migration journeys are from Sudan or Libya to Egypt and
from Egypt onwards. ‘Irregular’ migration is a matter that some often bring up in casual
conversations when discussing journeys from Sudan, everyday life in Cairo or plans and dreams.
While entering and attempting to exit, Sudanese people on the move in Cairo navigate “shifting
boundaries” with mutability while enabling mobility. They accordingly “modify notions of the
state as sovereignty” and produce spaces that are “off official cartographies” (Kihato, 2013, pg.20).
This chapter looks at how Sudanese people on the move navigate bounded ‘territories.’ I argue
that through and with contingency, people on the move create their own routes, drawing out their

possibility of being mobile. I look at two particular routes through various of my interlocutors’
narratives. The first is Halayeb and Shalateen, where I trace how my interlocutors’ narrations show
various ways in which they maneuver their ways to cross over boundedness. The second is focused
on Salloum camp, where I ask what kind of possibilities and impossibilities are generated in spaces

of legal limbo? How does the blurring between ‘irregularity’ and ‘regularity’ unfold? I then
question what borders are and how ‘territorial’ structures are meant to bound people (Janz, 2002).
I argue through the entire chapter that mobility is carved as an improvised practice as it unfolds
with people on the move, whereby boundedness is constantly negotiated and renegotiated (Janz,
2002).

Section I: Halayeb and Shalateen: Maneuvering ‘Migration’ in Disputed Territories

A 2015 study by the North African Mixed Migration Task Force identified three main routes from
Sudan to Egypt: Halayeb-Shalateen, East Oweinat, and Aswan-Abu Simbel-Lake Nasser routes.
Nonetheless, “Egypt Country Statement: Addressing Migrant Smuggling and Human Trafficking”
2017 report reflected that these crossings from Sudan to Egypt are not linear (Tinti, 2017, pg.910), as I illustrate throughout this thesis. By nonlinear, I mean that although there is an assumption
that routes are predetermined and people on the move use the same ones, this is not the case. Routes
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are not set, and people on the move go in and out from different places, depending on their
momentary navigations.

Routes and Redefining Safety
Halayeb and Shalateen are disputed ‘territories’ between Egypt and Sudan dating back to the
British colonial era. They are also a ‘migration’ maneuver and a potential route for some Sudanese
‘migrants’ and other African nationalities, including Eritreans, Ethiopians, and Somalis. This is
not to say that it is a safe route. In fact, it is a route where trespassers are at risk of human
trafficking, sexual violence, etc.; risks that they are cognizant of (Hamada, third meeting dated 08
June 2021). Even though it is not a safe route, it is a guaranteed one that Sudanese take without
any fear of arrests, as explained Hamada (Ibid).

The narrative of Manal speaks to how Sudanese use their human capital to cross over boundedness.
Manal is originally South Sudanese who was born and lived in Sudan her whole life having never
even visited South Sudan. After the secession of Sudan and South Sudan in July 2011 after decades
of civil war and more than two million lost lives (Stephens, 2011), Manal, as many other South
Sudanese living in Sudan, found themselves to be treated as foreigners in a place where many of
them considered home for their whole lives (Manal, meeting dated 01 May 2021). As a result of
the secession, which Manal described as “a tragedy,” Manal lost her job in a national development

organization and could not issue national identification documents in Sudan (Ibid). Unable to
continue living in Sudan as a foreigner and not willing to live in South Sudan because of the
underdevelopment of the place and her unfamiliarity with it, Manal chose to move to Cairo on her
own in 2017. As her Sudanese passport had expired, which she could not renew because

documentations for South Sudanese could no longer be issued in Sudan after the secession, Manal
found an alternative way. She used her expired passport to ‘irregularly’ move to Cairo through the
Halayeb-Shalateen route (Ibid). She thus travelled from Khartoum to reach smugglers in Port
Sudan, which served as a meeting point, and paid 2,000 SDG (more than 300 USD in 2017) to
cross by land into Egypt. Describing the journey, Manal narrated that it runs through the desert
surrounded by mountains wherein transportation is,
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“in a closed mobile. It is closed from the front and open in the back. Women ride in the front and
men in the back because it is slightly difficult in the back because it is open [“and you are exposed
to the sun or cold weather”]. In the front area, two people ride next to the driver. Four people ride
in the back area. There are also goods in the back area where the four persons ride” (Ibid).

While Manal used a closed car as transportation to cross directly from Port Sudan to Shalateen,
others physically climb Port Sudan’s mountains in which they subsequently take
busses/microbuses to reach Shalateen. This is a route that Fatma has not personally experienced
but has heard of through her family and friends (Fatma, third meeting dated 12 June 2021). This
is more dangerous and strenuous as they carry their belongings and climb five to seven mountains
to the other side where they find smugglers to transport them (Ibid). Reaching Shalateen, Manal,
as all others on the same journey, were left on their own in which they took transportation to Cairo

as that part of the journey was not organized by the smugglers (Manal, meeting dated 01 May
2021).

As mentioned, there is no sole crossing to Shalateen wherein asides from the tracks mentioned
earlier, there is a third passage that Sudanese take to reach Shalateen. Within the third track,
Dongola, the capital of Sudan’s Northern State, serves as the crossroad to Atbara-Shendi and
further onwards to Shalateen. While it is interesting to note how migration routes tend to be viewed

in the media as set routes, it is important to see them as contingent practices that people on the
move work with and improvise as they navigate. Here, as they move, different possibilities and
impossibilities present themselves, and thus, people act rather than predetermine all actions from
the start of their journeys. As argued by Janz, persons on the move do not ““move around” a

predetermined space” but adopt mobility as “a response” to challenges faced (2002, pg.395). This
implies that people on the move are constantly becoming, where they ‘hedge their bets’ as their
everyday lives unfold with differing uncertainties. Uncertainties here seem to be conditions they
learn to live with and through.

Section II: Legal Limbo Between ‘Regularity’ and ‘Irregularity’ in Salloum Camp
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With the Libyan civil war in 2011 to overthrow former Libyan president, Muammar Gadaffi, many
fled Libya, including Egyptian ‘migrants’ working in Libya for years, Libyan nationals as well as
third country nationals. People fled Libya to find themselves stuck at the Libyan borders with
Egypt or with Tunisia as these are the two countries that people fled to. Among persons fleeing
from Libya were Sudanese living and working in Libya for years especially Sudanese from Darfur

who had escaped a war zone and ethnic persecution in Darfur.21 Thus, with the Libyan civil war,
they could not stay in Libya nor return to Sudan and began moving towards Libyan-Egyptian
borders. They managed to cross into Egyptian borders, but remained stuck at the borders, which
is ‘legally’ an Egyptian ‘territory’ but a “no man’s land” in a place that is not adequate for human

inhabitance and where inhabitants were not allowed to enter further into Egypt (Hafez and Ghaly,
2012, pg.5). UNHCR and IOM thus began providing humanitarian support, including food,
medical care, etc. UNHCR was then granted an exception by the Egyptian state to set up a fenced
camp ‘Salloum Camp’ located in Western Egypt only about five kilometers from the Libyan

border. It was an exception given that persons on the move in Egypt live within urban spaces and
not in camps. The camp was set up between 2011 and 2013.

One of the camp’s inhabitants was Ismail who escaped from Darfur to Libya when he was only 17
years old. Libya to Ismail is home where he lived a “good” life for 28 years as he created a family
and established a small business – a store where he used to sell legumes (Ismail, meeting dated 03
April 2021). The Libyan civil war yet turned Ismail’s life “upside down” as his family (wife and

two children) and him had to leave Libya abruptly and began ‘irregularly’ crossing EgyptianLibyan border to find UNHCR at Salloum in 2011 (Ismail, meeting dated 03 April 2021).

According to Ismail, life during the first two years in Salloum Camp was “good” wherein UNHCR
provided basic services, including health services, food, etc. In addition, some Egyptian volunteers
supported with nursing and food distribution (Ibid). Ismail added that the situation worsened in
the third year, which he assumes was because of decreased funding or staff change. Aside from

21

The war in Darfur has been ongoing since 2003 when the Justice and Equality movement and the Sudan Liberation
Movement began their fight against the government of Sudan, which they accused of oppressing the non-Arab
population living there. Since then, the government of Sudan has been carrying out operations of ethnic cleansing in
Darfur (Stephens, 2011).
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those who arrived before UNHCR’s resettlement cut-off date (October 2011)22 and who ended up
being resettled, the remaining camp inhabitants’ status was changed from ‘irregularity’ in crossing
the Egyptian-Libyan border to ‘regularity’ within the camp to the unknown. They were left in a
legal limbo, in a “warehousing” situation (Hafez and Ghaly, 2012, pg.5) without knowing what
would happen to them. Even though UNHCR indicated that camp’s inhabitants’ RSD was going

to be processed, it was not clear where the RSD process would take place; in Egypt, Libya or
within the camp itself.

That dilemma was answered in 2013 when the camp was closed and burned down, including
inhabitants’ clothes and documentations. The camp was closed because people were fleeing from
other countries as well as from Cairo to reach Salloum to have access to resettlement prospects
(Hafez and Ghaly, 2012, pg.3). Persons on the move’s attempt to reach Salloum speaks to mobility

being an improvised practice used to create their different prospects of their lives. They make their
own paths and pose a challenge to ‘territorial’ boundaries.

Going back to Ismail’s narrative and the Salloum camp’s closure, the ones who agreed to leave
the camp were moved empty-handed from Salloum and directly housed in Masaken Osman [in 6th
of October City, Greater Cairo]” (Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021). Some of the camp’s
inhabitants refused to leave because where would people go if they leave? They cannot return to
their home countries since many come from conflict areas, especially as they were primarily still
hoping for resettlement. For those people, “the army, Egyptian authorities closed the camp and
moved people in army vehicles to Marsa Matrouh. They were then transferred from Marsa
Matrouh prison to Qanater prison [because as mentioned Egypt uses police stations and prisons
for administrative detention],” said Hamada in our meeting (Ibid). Ismail was one of the people
who found themselves in detention where duration of detention varied between three and six
months (Ismail, meeting dated 03 April 2021). Remembering, with a heavy heart, the move from

22

As more people were fleeing to Salloum from their home countries and not necessarily from the Libyan civil war,
UNHCR put forward a cut-off date for resettlement, wherein people arriving after October 2011 were not considered
as a part of Salloum resettlement caseload. However, their refugee status determination (RSD) process was ongoing
to determine whether they can be considered as ‘refugees.’
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Salloum and detention where he was separated from his wife and children, Ismail shared, “For us,
the move was unfortunate. We suffered a lot. It was a hoax. They said that UNHCR had agreed
that we move to Cairo. They brought cars and took us. There were elders. There were young
people. Some people did not have their families. After we came, we found ourselves in a detention
center” (Ibid).

As in the case with invalid residence cards, in dealing with Qanater prison where Salloum detainees
were held, community leaders, including Hamada used alternate means to gain accessibility to
prison. Community leaders, as always, pretended to be relatives of detainees to obtain detainees’
information to communicate onward to UNHCR for detainees to be released after UNHCR issued
them cards as their documentations were burned down. After Ismail’s release, his family and he
decided to return to Sudan mid-2014 with the thought, “Instead of dying in Egypt, I can die in my

own country” (Ibid). Thus, IOM facilitated their return and finalized their procedures, but Ismail’s
family’s experience upon return to Sudan forced them to return to Egypt after two months and reregister with UNHCR. Upon reaching Khartoum Airport, Ismail’s family were met by the
Sudanese National Forces, who knew that he was registered in Salloum camp. Ismail recalled their

confinement at Khartoum Airport as follows,
“For us in Sudan, registering with UNHCR is the biggest betrayal. It was very difficult. They
confined my children and I at the airport. They continued to interrogate us. We reached Khartoum
airport at 11am and we were released after Aisha prayers [around 6-7pm]. They [interrogation
officers] kept asking ‘Why did you register with UNHCR?’ and saying ‘You gave the country’s
secrets to foreigners.’ ‘This is a betrayal to your country’” (Ibid).

Ismail was only released because UNHCR misspelled one letter in his last name; therefore, he
claimed that the person they were looking for on UNHCR’s card was not him after showing them
his documents from Libya, including his residence cards where his name was accurately spelled.
This is where contingency plays a great part in people on the move’s lives, and where they also
play back with the system and its leakages. “I got out on bail…. I had no other solution. I have
children. If I were on my own, I would not have cared. But I have children. What was I supposed
to do? I had to leave…. You cannot face the government,” said Ismail (Ibid).
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Crossing into Egypt for the second time, Ismail entered ‘regularly’ from Omdurman to Halfa to
Aswan through the ferry. Against this, Ismail entered Egypt once ‘irregularly’ from Libya and
crossed again from Sudan ‘regularly,” showcasing that the ‘irregularity’ / ‘regularity’ dichotomy
and the labeling it poses on persons on the move is not as linear as international and state discourses
come to believe. Meaning that it is not about some being ‘regular’ migrants, and others being
‘irregular’ migrants. Rather, it depends on the circumstances and living situations. Such categories
do not actually describe much about people’s choices in movement. Rather, they paralyze much
of the analysis, rendering invisible much of the complexities they face that go into such decisions
and their associated navigations.

Ismail’s narrative in Salloum camp, returning to Sudan, and then back to Egypt illustrates that

boundedness is constantly negotiated and renegotiated by persons on the move as they continue to
be mobile to make a life for themselves. Persons on the move do not move between fixed landpoints but, rather through trajectories to negotiate sets of possibilities for their lives (Janz, 2002,
pg.395-396). Mobility, even though uncertain, is an extemporized tool that they adopt and employ
against barriers faced on the everyday level.

Section III: What are borders and to whom? On Territorial Structures versus
Improvisational Boundedness
Physical borders are constantly challenged by Sudanese when entering Egypt and when attempting
to move beyond Egypt’s ‘territorial’ boundaries, arguing that Sudanese in Cairo “contest borders,

put states into question (without rendering them irrelevant), [and] rearticulate spaces” (Nyers,
1999, pg.26). By saying this, this thesis does not attempt to negate the horrors of ‘irregular’
migration but rather show how Sudanese navigate physical borders through alternate practices that
create different potentials for them as they emerge in their everyday lives. Some who have made

the journey to Europe are left with the traces of the horrors of the journey. I recollect how Hamada
recalled a story of a 17-year-old Eritrean girl, Fathiya, whom his Eritrean fellow community leader
had supported in her release three times. She is now in Germany. He said that when he asked her
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whether she is happy after arriving in Germany, she answered no because “‘I will never be able to
forget what I witnessed in sea in my journey from Egypt to Italy.’ She told me, ‘The fear
experienced in sea for four days will never be forgotten.’ She told me that she has not been able to
sleep deeply because she has nightmares” (Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021). Onward
mobility from Cairo, against this, should thus not be seen as giving up or running away but rather

an improvisational act in reaching beyond the confines of restricted spaces and the hardships of
the city, in which persons on the move use their own resourcefulness whether that be human
capital, social capital and networks, or information sharing.

Hamada believes that there are phases of ‘irregular’ migration, that ‘irregular’ migrants have
“prepared” themselves for, even before the start. Particularly, this came up in various meetings in
terms of moving from Sudan to Egypt through Halayeb and Shalateen and then migrating through

the Mediterranean to Europe by land to Libya or Israel. Fathiya’s experience shows how otherwise
unfold. All of Fathiya’s four ‘irregular’ migration attempts to Europe through the Mediterranean
came after living in Cairo for six years between 2005 and 2011. As the circumstances for her
continued deteriorating, she began to steer other paths for herself that is continued mobility beyond

Egypt. Her last attempt was in 2017. Fathiya’s narrative indicates that not all Sudanese people on
the move necessarily set out with onward migration as their goal. Rather, as people inhabit
different lives, and as they navigate them, their hopes and dreams for further mobility also change.
Fathiya stated,
“I never considered traveling by sea. That thought never crossed my mind. But after what I
witnessed…. I am ready to travel if I can…. I am constantly stressed. I am constantly tired. I am
constantly facing problems. UNHCR does not help. Whenever you face a problem and call
UNHCR, they tell you to approach the police station to file a police report and inform them of the
perpetrator’s full name. They are only incapacitating us. All we can do is to travel by sea. We
either make it or be eaten by fish…. [Calling UNHCR once to ask for money to migrate
‘irregularly,’ I told the staff,] ‘I am dead either way [either in sea or in Egypt] so let me be at least
convinced of the type of death I will experience’” (Fathiya, meeting dated 10 June 2021).
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Despite the uncertainty of the journeys and the fears, persons on the move, including Fathiya are
not held back from moving, which illustrates their human capital and endurance. While dreaming
about the future, people are aware of the risks, including overcrowded boats that often carry at
least double their capacities, potential arrests, and the possibility of drowning at sea. Still, they are
hopeful to make the trip to Europe as some before them did. Losing track and never arriving at the

intended destination is also a risk that persons on the move who choose to take the journey are
aware of. This speaks to Collyer’s ‘fragmented journeys’ in which destinations are never fully
determined and are always subject to change depending on how the journey unfolds (Collyer,
2007, pg.668). I recall here how Fathiya spoke of contingencies in relation to predetermined plans.

“If someone tells you that there is a direct journey from Alexandria to Italy, he is a liar. The boat
goes to Libya and near Libya, a few kilometers from Libya, you move [on a third boat] towards
Italy. Before traveling, they tell you how many hours it takes from Benghazi to Italy, Tripoli to
Italy, and Egypt to Libya. They tell you of the dangers you will face. There is no captain. They

give you a small devise for directions. Only one devise for all…. Before traveling, I used to think
that these boats had captains and attendants. There is nothing as such. Brokers23 tell you that when
the boat reaches Italy, it does not return. How would it return? They [brokers] show you how to
deal with the wind.… Someone is taught how to handle the boat. If for example half-way, the boat
is heavy with the people on it, they tell you that you must throw some people in the sea…. It is
normal. You know this. You have enough information, and you know that you can either make it
or possibly not…. If my friends feel that the boat is heavy, they can throw me in the sea. It is
possible. What I am doing is not right. I am scared. If you give me the choice of giving me money
and staying in Egypt or giving me money to travel abroad, I will choose to travel by anything even
small boats, even if the fish will eat me,” elaborated Fathiya (Fathiya, meeting dated 10 June 2021).

In addition to persons on the move’s human capital in undertaking ‘irregular’ migration journeys
regardless of the risks and uncertainties, information sharing amongst community are resources
that Fathiya also utilized in her ‘irregular’ migration attempts. Fathiya spoke of her awareness of
different ‘irregular’ migration routes and smugglers, whom she got to know through the circulation

Fathiya as many interlocutors who underwent ‘irregular ’journeys and are voiced in this thesis reference smugglers
as ‘brokers.’ This is an indication of how people on the move perceive smugglers as a form of support to journey.
23
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of information among the community. There is a network of smugglers from different nationalities
that Fathiya has personally dealt with (Egyptians, Syrians, and Libyans). There are also different
routes besides the infamous Mediterranean journey. Fathiya indicated that there are people who
are smuggled through cargo ships carrying vegetables and fruits from Ismailia. All nationalities
are found on these ‘irregular’ migration journeys, including Moroccans, Tunisians, Egyptians,

Iraqis, Somalis, Syrians, Sudanese, Yeminis, Palestinians, Congolese, etc. (Ibid). Showing that not
only Sudanese individually question borders but rather one questions if people on the move can be
seen as an operation that in and of itself shakes, even if temporarily, state governance. This may
explain why states repress ‘irregular’ migration. This begs the question of how ‘territories,’

‘boundaries’ are defined in relation to ‘predetermined plans’ versus contingencies and
improvisational practices. Furthermore, coastguards responsible for protecting the borders are the
ones who facilitate these journeys wherein they are paid to let boats move, thus playing a role in
quaking structural power. I then wonder how this can push us to question how ‘legitimacy’ is

defined by way of seeing and ‘securing’ borders as per certain stable political discourses.

Going back to Fathiya’s narrative, Fathiya shared that from Alexandria, smugglers organize busses

to drive passengers to a further location, mainly Balteem or Rashid. Belteem or Rashid is where
journeyers take small boats that sail for nearly half an hour before they are transferred to bigger
boats, in the middle of the sea, which move towards Libyan borders. Passengers buy whole oneway boats, wherein Syrians, Yeminis, and Palestinians pay the most while Sudanese pay the least.
According to Fathiya’s last attempt in 2017, any Syrian family paid 50,000 EGP – 2,805 USD
while Sudanese families paid half that price of 25,000 to 30,000 EGP – 1,403 to 1,683 USD (Ibid).
‘Irregular’ migrants are in constant negotiations with smugglers and form momentary support
networks along the way as they spend a few nights together in Alexandria where they get to know
each other before they start moving. Before starting their journey, they share stories and dreams
about life in Europe. They talk about reasons for moving, fears along the way, who is waiting on
the other side and other small details that make their lives at these moments and give a humane
face to their moments together. An example of this was seen with Fathiya getting to know another
Egyptian woman who was traveling to her husband in Italy with her infant (Ibid). As they got
arrested at sea, Fathiya and the other woman constantly made sure each was alright and tried to
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care for each other. Although they are only moments, these moments did leave a trace that Fathiya
thought they were important enough for her to reflect on in detail as we spoke. This illustrates how
social networks created on journeys matter and are of great vitality as they support each other
during their ‘fragmented journeys,’ as argued by Collyer (2007, pg.679).

Even though some have managed to ‘irregularly’ migrate to Italy, Europe, Fathiya, as many others,
was not one of them. In her four attempts between 2011 and 2017, she was always arrested five to
seven hours after being on the water. Fathiya painfully reflected, “I wish they arrested me on the
chore or on my way to Alexandria so that at least I would not have felt that I came a long way, cut
a great distance” (Fathiya, meeting dated 10 June 2021). As Navy boats approached and
surrounded the boat until reaching the coast, Fathiya, in each of her attempts, grieved the loss of
her hopes and dreams, and dreaded what she was about to experience by both the Egyptian state

and UNHCR. ‘Irregular’ migrants are initially let off the boat for police dogs to search for drugs
and weapons, before being transferred to police stations, mainly in Alexandria, Balteem or Rashid,
for administrative detention. In the first few hours, all nationalities, including Egyptians are
confined together in police stations along with criminals who commit transnational crime. Non-

Egyptians who have a legal residency in Egypt or are registered with UNHCR are then separated
to other cells within the same police station. They could spend between days and up to two-three
months until UNHCR documentation is ready for ones registered with UNHCR or until the
Sudanese consul visits the detention center to release Sudanese ‘migrants’ who are not registered
with UNHCR (Ibid). Within the four different police stations in Alexandria where Fathiya was
detained for a minimum of four days and a maximum of eight days, Fathiya reported that men and
women are often held in different suffocating cells. “Sometimes, you cannot even breathe. You
feel that your breath is not coming out,” elaborated Fathiya (Ibid). The bathroom is in the corner
of the same cell detainees sleep in, so, “all of the smells are up your nose. And in the summer, you
can imagine how it is” (Ibid).

During detainees’ detention, they are provided with basic services, including food, and could buy
tea and coffee if they have money. They are nonetheless sometimes subjected to physical and
verbal violence. Fathiya painfully recalled her last ordeal in 2017 during her latest attempt to
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‘irregularly’ migrate. She was “harshly” slapped by a police officer after she refused to clean the
police station. She also heard “empty, harsh, hurtful words” such as “‘You knew how to escape,
and you won’t be able to clean?’” (Ibid). In addition, she was not treated well by UNHCR. UNHCR
staff member who came to support with detainees’ release asked her, “‘There is no one besides
you who is arrested in sea? Will we come every day to release you?’” (Ibid). This is given that she

was released only 21 days before during her third attempt. Fathiya replied to the UNHCR staff
member, “‘If you release me today, you will come back tomorrow and find me’” (Ibid). As a result,
UNHCR staff member helped in the release of others and left her behind for additional four days
in addition to treating her roughly following her release. He refused to provide her with

transportation allowance to return from Alexandria to Cairo, uttering “‘You found money to pay
the broker and go by sea. But you do not have money to return to Cairo?’” (Ibid).

Despite of Fathiya’s experience in her ‘irregular’ migration attempts and detention, she has gone
through the journey four times. She is also currently planning to try a different ‘irregular’ route to
Israel that she plans to finance through her work as a domestic worker, given that migration
through the Mediterranean has become expensive (Ibid). Fathiya’s narratives show how people on

the move are constantly mobile, rather than static. Their mobility can be read against the narratives
that show them as fixed in one place and against the narratives of the helpless ‘refugee.’ This is
done as part and parcel of their everyday negotiations to carve different possibilities of and within
their lives.
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Chapter 3: Improvisations and Carving Out Spaces of Otherwise
This chapter looks at improvised ways in which Sudanese people on the move navigate two major
structural impediments such as access to the Egyptian ‘formal’ public schooling system and the
Egyptian ‘formal’ labor market. Here, I ask how my interlocutors have faced hardships with
accessing public schooling. I thus trace how community schooling emerges as one way in which
Sudanese people on the move carve their own liminal space for self-organized communities amidst
a violent, racist at times, public schooling system (Stavrides, 2010). Self-organized structures are
structures that are stemmed from persons on the move themselves. I then look at how Sudanese

navigate limitations in accessing the ‘formal’ labor market through different cases of laboring
spaces and improvised economies.

Section I: Improvised Community Schooling
Community schools are parallel structures of schooling formed by the community for the
community. They are an alternate structure that maneuvers the problems of the Egyptian public
school system. From my field experience, community leaders network around their communities

to assess assets that they hunt to support in establishing community schools as a showcase of the
dynamic coping strategies and improvised acts adopted by Sudanese. These include teachers,
cleaners and parents to see which students to enroll. Some schools accommodate for ‘refugees’
only, some for ‘migrants’ only, and others for both. If these schools cater to only ‘migrants,’ the

school must communicate with the Sudanese embassy to get the approval to teach the Sudanese
curriculum. This is in light of the Sudanese embassy’s agreement with the Egyptian government
on the establishment of Sudanese schools and the teaching of Sudanese curriculum on Egyptians
lands. Sudanese schools that cater to ‘migrants’ are thus somewhat bound by Egyptian ‘formal’

education system policies, including public holidays and temporary closure during COVID-19’s
lockdown. If the schools cater for ‘refugees’ only, they follow the Sudanese national curriculum
without any communications with the Sudanese embassy and are thus outside the ‘formal’
education system. In particular, Sudanese ‘refugee’ schools are supported by Catholic Service
Relief (CRS), an international non-profit organization that supports capacity building for teachers,
printing curricula, and infrastructural aid.
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Despite all Sudanese’s permission to enter the Egyptian public educational system, it is noteworthy
that all my Sudanese interlocutors who have children, except for one interlocutor, enroll their
children in Sudanese community schools. This is because of Egyptian public schools’ long
enrollment procedures and excessive documents needed, including passports that many especially

‘refugees’ do not possess.24 In addition, Egyptian public schools require a father’s approval for a
child to be enrolled, which is not a prerequisite in Sudanese community schools. Even though
Egyptian public schools are affordable, the challenge of private lessons is manifested, “which are
more expensive than the Sudanese school…. I see that here, a child in grade 1 takes private

lessons…. Private lessons are costly, and the teacher would fail your son if he does not take private
lessons. Why would I bring this upon myself? I am enrolling him in a Sudanese school. Private
lessons are not allowed at all” (Mona, first meeting dated 14 March 2021). On the other hand,
some perceive Sudanese community schools to be more flexible as they allow for re-sits in addition

to the Sudanese curriculum being stronger as it covers global, not country-specific, history and
geography as stated by Mona (Ibid).

Some also mentioned the necessity to have Sudanese children around to be a factor as to why they
enroll their children in Sudanese community schools. Hanan, who has enrolled most of her children
in Egyptian schools, highlighted how her children intensely struggled initially as they did not have
other Sudanese within their classrooms and/or schools. Adel, her youngest, used to cry at the
nursery at three years old, telling his mother, “‘I am the only one who is Asmarani [dark]. I am the
only one who is Sudanese.… He did not write [at school] …. only at home… He used to yell at
his siblings and hit them when waking him up. He did not want to go” (Hanan, meeting dated 08
March 2021). His feelings towards his Egyptian school completely changed when another
Sudanese joined in grade 3 as Adel now “does his homework…. Even in the mornings…. he gets
up, brushes his teeth, and gets ready on his own…. this is the first year he likes school” (Ibid).
Iman, her eldest, also wanted to transfer to a classroom with two Sudanese girls. Even though
Hanan is sending her children to Egyptian schools, she is worried of risks they could experience,
24

That slightly changed two years ago when UNHCR signed an agreement with some Egyptian schools through the
Ministry of Education and Technical Education that ‘refugees’ can enroll with their UNHCR cards (Hamada, first
meeting dated 30 January 2021).
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including sexual or physical violence and/or bullying. She thus gives them clear instructions not
to deal with anyone beyond the classroom, including not going to the bathroom (Ibid).

Interlocutors stressed that Sudanese community schools have psychologically benefitted their
children. As previously mentioned, Ismail and his family were inhabitants of Salloum Camp. They
were detained and went back and forth between Egypt and Sudan (story is full mentioned in chapter
2). When they came to Cairo, they did not deal with anyone because of the traumas from Salloum
to detention in Qanater followed by intense interrogations in Sudan. Ismail described this as “ya
hetta dareeni,” meaning “oh wall please hide me” (Ismail, meeting dated 03 April 2021). He could
not interact with people because of everything they had gone through. However, his wife and he
began realizing that not dealing with anyone isolated their children to the extent that their children
could not deal with sounds. As the children heard the slightest sound or fewest interactions, they

would run to their parents in panic, seeking refuge. Ismail and his wife, thus, realized that they
needed to socialize their children instead of aggravating traumas. They thus thought a good option
would be enrolling them in Sudanese community schools. This is because their children would
meet other children who have gone through similar lives and could help each other navigate their

unfoldings together. Ismail’s children have since developed a sense of community and
togetherness within their community schools. Ismail’s narrative illustrates Sudanese’ attempt to
keep living, work out a sense of proportionality to their lives, and try not to be held captives to
their past experiences and traumas. In addition, it is a showcase of how Sudanese people on the
move maximize resourcefulness within their community to carve out opportunities for themselves
to proceed forward, which in Ismail’s case was Sudanese community schools.

Elham’s children, who were not psychologically well after escaping Darfur to Khartoum and
onward to Cairo where they did not know how their lives would unfold, have also only begun to
overcome their traumas when welcomed to the Sudanese community schools. The community
school accepted them without paying any deposit. It was agreed that fees could be decreased and
paid in installments from Elham’s salary as Elham was hired as a teacher (Elham, meeting dated
12 April 2021).
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Speaking of her children, Elham reflected, “They are psychologically stable now. They were tense
and constantly fighting at home. Sometimes, there was disobedience and bullying at home amongst
one another. Disobeying my words. They were pressured. We did not know yet how to deal with
the Egyptian society. Regarding the language, we were trying to search for similar terminologies
between us and you…. How to go out without getting into a fight. They are children. [How do we

go out] without getting into trouble? How do we accept that the father is no longer there regardless
of whether he is alive or dead? 25 How do we accept that we are living in an apartment? Houses in
Sudan are huge, spacious…. How do we play without causing noise to the neighbors on the lower
floors? That caused tension and outburst. They are upset because of the tiny space. They are upset

that they will not go out and play on the streets with their friends. Bear in mind, there are no friends.
There is no street. There is not a father around. There is no food like before. There are no friends
in school. There is no school yet. The situation was overwhelming” (Ibid).

Elham’s children’s psychological wellbeing began alleviating when they joined school. Even
though they did not get along with other Sudanese in the school in the beginning and got in some
physical fights, they “began settling in a bit. The frustration lessened a bit. The stress decreased a
bit” and most importantly they “began feeling safe” (Ibid). Spending half a day at a Sudanese
community school on 12 April 2021 that has been open and operational for three years, I witnessed
the sense of safety and togetherness that my interlocutors spoke of. I left with the sound of students’
laughter, loudness, and talkativeness among different nationalities of Sudanese, Somalis,

Eritreans, and Yeminis, which felt as signs of children’s wellbeing and a sense of normality
brought to their uncertain life within the city (Participant Observation dated 12 April 2021). I
observed open dialogue amongst students; between students and teachers; and between teachers
and the superintendent. There is an open-door policy within the school where while seated in the

superintendent’s office that literally had its door open, teachers casually came in to discuss
schedules and students’ circumstances. The school did not only feel like a place where children
are granted one of their universal human rights, which is right to education but, it was additionally
observed that it acts as a community where its members listened, understood, and supported one
another for each individual and the collective to proceed forward.
25

Elham’s husband disappeared during one of his work trips in 2017 in Darfur. She yet does not feel that he was
kidnapped but, that he disappeared on purpose (Elham, meeting dated 12 April 2021).
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Photo taken by the researcher of a Sudanese community school in Ard ElLewa, on 12 April and 22 April 2021

Carving One’s Sudaneseness: Liminal Spaces on ‘Egyptian’ Lands
According to Hamada, there are more than 50 Sudanese community schools in Cairo, which are
all linked together through the Sudanese Teachers’ Association (Hamada, first meeting dated 30
January 2021). Hamada’s Sudanese community school, Future,26 which was established 10 years

ago as a part of a more encompassed community center, holds a permit from the Sudanese
embassy. It is also supported by CRS as it hosts both Sudanese ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ as well
as ten other nationalities, including Somalis, Libyans, Chadians, Nigerians, etc. It currently has
four branches in Ard ElLewa, 6th of October, Nasr City and Maadi with 1000 students; 400 of
which are in Ard ElLewa. These specific locations were chosen based a high density of Sudanese,
especially those who are more deprived and who pay lower rents, which is an indication for
Hamada of a lower socioeconomic status (Ibid). The idea of Future came about with other
Sudanese as Hamada had the space and as teachers volunteered for free to only teach Arabic,
English and Math (in the beginning). Future school fees were thus free of charge in the first three
26

The original name of the school was well thought out to motivate students and raise their morale. However, the
thesis changed the name to ensure confidentiality.
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years, increasing to 400 EGP (56 USD in 2014) and then currently to 1,500-2,000 EGP (96-127
USD in 2021) for primary and preparatory; and 3,000 EGP (191 USD in 2021) for secondary
(Ibid). Some students are yet exempted from paying fees, including children without parental care
and teachers’ children. Even if parents cannot afford to pay fees, fees are relayed to the next year
and students are never kicked out nor expelled (Ibid). Future has allowed Hamada to feel as a

productive individual who is valuable to his community despite his liminal status in Cairo’s urban
space.

Future is an example of a self-organized structure where different communities come together to
support one another (Nyers, 2009, pg.131-132). It portrays how different non-Egyptian
communities support one another in Cairo and create parallel support structures as a coping
mechanism against barriers to entry to the educational system. Besides Sudanese who wish to

study the Sudanese curriculum or who cannot enter the Egyptian educational system, Future offers
educational services for other nationalities with a specific focus on non-Arabic speakers. This is
because by the time a 7-year-old learns Arabic, s/he is above the age threshold to enter the Egyptian
educational system and Egyptian schools no longer accept him/her in primary school (Hamada,

first meeting dated 30 January 2021). Two years ago, the school also agreed with the Sudanese
embassy that non-Sudanese can sit the Sudanese national exams. Furthermore, it offers remedial
teaching to Egyptian students to improve their Arabic, English, and Math for free. This indicates
that the self-organized structures are not only amongst non-Egyptians but also with the urban poor
with whom they share the urban space. Future is a testimony of the assets Sudanese bring to their
urban situations, including to the host community. It showcases how persons on the move do not
accept barriers faced in the city including educational challenges encountered within the Egyptian
public schooling system. Community schooling by people on the move is not only found in Egypt
but, it is an improvisational act that ‘refugee’ communities in many countries have also adopted.
An example of this can be seen with Dryden-Peterson’s study of the Kampala Urban Refugee
Children’s Education Centre in Uganda. It was concluded that there are limitations to what could
be achieved through ‘refugee-initiated’ structures without a legal structure. Still, “urban refugees’
development of KURCEC challenges perceived notions of refugees as burdens or as passive
recipients in a system that fosters dependency and shows that they are agents of social change
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within their own and their host communities” (2006, pg.381). Persons on the move act as their
own agents of change, self-rely on their resources, and create their own opportunities and
possibilities, including the right to access education.

Sudanese both ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants,’ in the last year of preparatory school and throughout all

three years of secondary school, are entitled to sit the Sudanese exams at the Sudanese embassy.
Passing the Sudanese exams, students get an accredited certificate by both the Sudanese and
Egyptian ministries of education and can proceed to higher education. Hamada explains that “these
exams are considered to be in Sudan. The only difference is that they take place in an Egyptian
school [that is rented by the Sudanese embassy from the Egyptian government and that the
Egyptian police secure them through Sudanese embassy’s communication with the MoI]. But
everything else is Sudanese…. Exams come from Sudan, are sat here, and then returned to Sudan
to be graded there” (Hamada, third meeting dated 08 June 2021). In this light, Sudanese community
schools, especially schools catering to ‘migrants,’ can be seen as both “a part of Egypt” but, are at
the same time not a part of Egypt (Ibid). They teach the Sudanese national curriculum and have
stand-alone exams, but they are simultaneously somewhat bound to Egyptian educational policies
in terms of holidays and their certifications that are accredited in both Egypt and Sudan. Sudanese
people on the move’s decision to enroll their children in community schools is a manifestation of
how they are in psychological thresholds. They are physically here in Cairo and psychologically
between Cairo and Sudan. A main factor for some Sudanese to enroll their children in Sudanese

community schools is to study the Sudanese curriculum to enroll in Sudanese university if or when
they were to return to Sudan. In 2021, more than 2,000 Sudanese students sat the Sudanese exams
in Cairo (Ibid).

While Sudanese community schools are assets to the Sudanese community as a key platform to
navigate hostility in the ‘formal’ schooling system, there are still challenges faced within the
Sudanese community schools that Sudanese attempt and at time manage to mitigate. Upon arrival
to Cairo, Omda’s expectation to continue his education drifted as he gave up on his educational
dreams to alternatively work and be his family’s breadwinner. This is because as mentioned in the
previous chapters, he came with his mom and younger siblings; thus, he was the only one who was
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able to take on the role of the family’s breadwinner. “I had expectations, but they have of course
changed. I came here thinking I would be able to continue my education normally. In fact, I thought
it [education] would be different and a lot better…. When I came, that was not the case…. The
plan was to enroll in and finish school to join university…. I enrolled in school and because of the
teachers, I did not pass,” recalled Omda his first year in Cairo (Omda, meeting dated 12 April

2021).

Even though Omda enrolled in a Sudanese school to finish his last year of secondary school, the
teachers went on strike because they were not paid so they did not teach until the second half of
the academic year. Students thus ended up learning only 20% of the curriculum (Ibid). Therefore,
when Omda sat the Sudanese exam with the Sudanese embassy after a hassle of how the exam fees
would be paid as the superintendent did not fulfill his promise to pay the fees, he did not pass.

Regardless, Omda tried to enroll again but had to drop to be able to work to afford rent and a living
as the situation is Cairo “began deteriorating bit by bit because of the economic conditions in
Egypt; increase in rent, the dollar, commodities, and so on. The harm was general not only for us”
(Ibid). He consciously decided, “instead of affecting four people, only one person can bear the

burden” and thus he occupied different jobs and ended up enrolling his siblings in Sudanese
community schools (Ibid).

Nonetheless, Omda and his close friend in Cairo, Sajid, exchange information on free online
courses they can take to enhance their skills and sketch an alternative path to access education
beyond the conventional university route. This chapter of Omda’s life reflects how the ‘helpless’
narrative of ‘refugees’ has failed to mirror the endurance individuals have in navigating the urban

space’s liminality. It is with no doubt that one of the navigation tools is information sharing.
Community schools are an embodiment of how people on the move carve their own networks of
information and communities, where trust is slowly built with pooling resources and exchanging
experiences. All of this together remakes the city as a space for Sudanese where they both

experience and navigate many thresholds, experiencing community-making sentiments, collective
joyful improvisations, intense everyday hardships, and heightened grievances. Altogether,
Sudanese form a changing web that makes and remakes the city where everything becomes
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experienced in both forms of togetherness and aloneness. They navigate their ways in a “web of
spaces created by the multiform tactics of habitation” as they carve their own collective strategies
as their escape routes (Stavrides, 2010, pg.97).

Section II: ‘Refugeeness’ and Improvised Economies

In accessing work opportunities, Sudanese also improvise to “write themselves into a milieu that
otherwise might seem to marginalize them” (Simone, 2019, pg.5, 24). Urban uncertainty and
informality pose limitations for persons on the move, including barriers to access work
opportunities and material means. However, urban uncertainty can be productive at times to the
lives of persons on the move as it provides them with a space to create their own opportunities and
prospects through tactical practices for their mere survival (Darling, 2017, pg.189). Sudanese have
thus been able to work through urban uncertainty in the form of improvised economies.

A photo taken by the researcher of Mona’s Sudanese restaurant on 12 April 2021

Mona has her small Sudanese restaurant in Ard ElLewa (photo above) despite Sudanese
‘refugees’’ structural impediments in accessing the ‘formal’ labor market and running businesses,
and without ever holding a residence card. This illustrates that Cairo has become “a city where
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these realities are intertwined and city life becomes a hybrid of formality and informality, legality
and illegality” (Kihato, 2013, pg.9). To attain a living in Cairo, Mona opened a small restaurant
where she sells Sudanese famous food items, including Kesra, helw mor, ta’meya [falafel], mesh,
and basbosa, and that she can market for through her networks as a community leader. Even though
her customers were Sudanese in the beginning, they are now both Egyptians and Sudanese as she

put out food samples for passengers walking by. She mobilizes her networks within Cairo and
Sudanese, coming from Sudan for medical care or tourism, bringing her Sudanese products (Mona,
first meeting dated 14 March 2021). The way she mobilizes her networks is through social media.
Mona mentioned how she religiously spends two hours minimum every day on social media to

keep updated with her friends in Sudan and what is happening. This way, she can always be
updated on who is coming from Sudan and uses this for supplies movement. The restaurant has
been yielding her income even if it is not a fixed income, which at times acts as a challenge for her
as her home’s water, electricity, and gas bills come on separate days when she is not prepared to

pay, not on a fixed date at the end of the month. She has yet been able to change her apartment and
enroll one of her sons in university (Ibid). She has also been able to operate her community
association (Women’s Center), whose premises closed during COVID-19, as will be further
discussed in chapter 4, from her restaurant. This speaks to Simone’s rhythms of endurance that
emerge from improvised urban relations. Mona’s restaurant in Cairo where she operates her
business along with her community association, Women’s Center, which serves Sudanese residing
in Ard ElLewa, is a “makeshift” restaurant as it is ever-transforming and serves different purposes
at different times of the day (Simone, 2019, pg.135). It is important to understand makeshift here
because when the association’s premises closed because of COVID-19, as mentioned above, Mona
still managed to turn it into an association and continues to run it with a whole team of volunteers.
Mona and her crew meet in her restaurant to divide tasks and organize the work they need to do.

In navigating municipality and local police forces in the area that often roam around at specific
times to close down unlicensed stores, Mona has managed to keep her restaurant operating through
networks of interdependencies within the area. Store owners of all nationalities inform one another
of timings of municipality’s screenings, so they temporarily close their businesses (Participant
Observation dated 19 June 2021). These are methods that Sudanese adopted from the urban poor
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with whom they share the space. Sudanese thus collectively with the host community question
“the very basis of state legitimacy” (Darling, 2017, pg.188). Sudanese and the urban poor create
their spaces of negotiation with the structures and carve their own opportunities to create a living
against Cairo’s economic hurdles. In the inability of local authority to govern, “informal
governance” is taken into the hands of the urban poor as they “regulate urban practices” and as

they question the city’s dominant order (Arous, 2013, pg.41; Kihato, 2013, pg.125).

In other forms of navigating Cairo’s economic barriers, many Sudanese generate livelihood
opportunities for one another, not only through finding jobs through their networks but, also
through direct employment. Both Elham27 and Ibtesam28 are employed as English and Religion
teachers by a Sudanese community school where their children access education. They both asked
for jobs when enrolling their children, and the school agreed given their circumstances and
teaching experience (Elham, meeting dated 12 April 2021; Ibtesam, meeting dated 04 May 2021).
They are paid 1,200 EGP (76 USD in 2021) per month for morning and evening shifts every day.
They also do not have leaves except for summer holidays that they are not paid for, wherein if
there is an urgent matter during the academic year, they take the day off, and it is deducted from
their salary. The working conditions are not ideal, and their salaries are not sufficient, as seen in
their families only having one meal per day. Still, without these jobs, Elham and Ibtesam would
not have been able to survive in Cairo. Elham and Ibtesam are not provided with any services
27

Elham in Cairo managed to find a job as a teacher, which she could not find in Khartoum after she fled Darfur
because “the civil war in Darfur is stemmed from Khartoum. It is stemmed from the Command Center because we are
the black tribes whose skin color is black. Sudanese are not classified as white. The majority of us are dark-skinned.
But the state plans and discourse began classifying us as green, black, Arabs, and Nubians” (Elham, meeting dated 12
April 2021). She thus worked as Set ElShay [tea woman] in order to be able to issue passports for her four daughters,
two sons and she in addition to selling her gold so that she could move to Cairo to seek UNHCR’s protection. Before
moving to Khartoum, she was an English teacher however, she was forced to leave her job because there were rape
threats in addition to other threats that they would transfer her file from her town to a further war town. She was also
forced to teach more classes and when complaining, there were threats that they would shoot her. When asking for
her file as a proof that she is a teacher, she found that her file had disappeared in the whole state. Due to her missing
file, she was paid less than her fellow teachers and promotions were on freeze. She found a part of her file in a garbage
bin and took a photo of it. As a result, her teaching career was paused until the finalization of the investigation (Ibid).
She also could not finish her degree at the open university for distance-learning even though she was in her seventh
semester as she was accused of supporting the movements in Darfur (Ibid). Through her contacts, she yet managed to
attain a proof that she is studying at the open university for distance-learning.
28
Ibtesam is a 37-year-old single mother with her three children. She is from Kasala but, as a result of tribal issues
between Beni Amer and Nuba in Kasala and after her home was burned down, she moved to Khartoum for a year.
However, she proceeded with her onward migration to Cairo because she could not afford a living in Khartoum due
to high rent and high educational fees. She was working in Sudan as a religion teacher in a nursery as she holds a
Bachelor of Education (Ibtesam, meeting dated 04 May 2021).
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through UNHCR as they both have not been able to register due to the closure of UNHCR’s office
because of COVID-19 (Ibid). Elham and Ibtesam, with the support of the Sudanese community
schools, are thus “able to bring down the city to the requirements of their makeshift economies
that effect a modest but real redistribution of goods and services to their residencies otherwise
formally cut off” (Simone, 2019, pg.17-18).

Even though “Work, based on your educational degree, is not available [in Cairo]” (Mona, first
meeting dated 14 March 2021), some Sudanese have also carved other opportunities for
themselves, “reach[ing] beyond the confines of limited spaces and routines” (Simone, 2019, pg.8).
Manal, who used to work as a finance officer in a national development organization in
Khartoum,29 could not land a job in any of the development organizations she applied to in Egypt,
including CARE International, nor in any of the marketing companies (Manal, meeting dated 01

May 2021). Thus, she chose to use her nursing practice as she studied nursing at Khartoum
University; she takes blood samples or administers an injection to Sudanese coming for medical
care. In addition, as a result of the crochet and sewing courses that she benefited from through
development organizations such as CARE International and Don Bosco, she has been able to sell

some products that she markets in Sudanese events in Ard ElLewa, Faisal and Maadi. It is
noteworthy here to recall that people on the move are not mere passive ‘beneficiaries’ as
development organizations render them visible. Rather, they actively use training opportunities in
international or local organizations, which then they turn to carve their own opportunities. Manal
has resorted specifically to the Sudanese community as Don Bosco, CRS, and Egyptian Red
Crescent rejected her small business proposal (Ibid), showcasing how Sudanese in Cairo work
towards creating their own opportunities despite limitations in the city.

Samiha also fashioned her employment opportunity in Cairo. Samiha, who is a graduate from
Faculty of Media, Khartoum University, came to Cairo to undergo postgraduate studies or a
diploma in montage after her television channel, named Khartoum, where she worked as a

29

That was before she lost her job as a result of the secession of South Sudan from the North.
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television presenter between 2018 and 2020, was shut down30 (Samiha, meeting dated 26 April
2021). After she finished her digital montage diploma at the Russian Cultural Center, she took
beauty courses in Cairo because the cosmetics industry is profitable in general and especially in
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) where she plans to join her husband (Ibid). As a result of those
courses, Samiha has been able to freelance in cosmetics and yield income in Cairo by marketing

herself on social media beauty groups. She works with beauty centers whose customers need one
of her services (microblading, lip augmentation and false lashes), wherein the profit is divided as
one-third to the centers and two-thirds to her (Ibid).

Narratives in this section demonstrate Sudanese people on the move’s improvisations and frugal
innovation in acquiring materials means through carving possibilities. This speaks to their
independence from ‘formal’ institutionalized structures. There are not waiting on cash services to
be provided by development and humanitarian organizations, nor are they held captive to their
legal status. Even though ‘formal’ employment is scarce, work is made everywhere through human
capital and social networks. Sudanese are thus able to start small businesses that are at times
operated under the radar as exemplified by Mona; fashion their employment opportunities through
capitalizing their acquired skills and networks as is the case with Samiha and Manal; and create
opportunities for one another, including within their ‘informal’ parallel structures, as traced in
Ibtesam and Elham’s cases.

30

The channel was shut down, for the second time, as it was an opposition channel against the Sudanese government
(Samiha, meeting dated 26 April 2021). Her program was yet not related to politics; it was a cultural and recreational
program. She only worked in the opposition channel because of the higher salary, indicating that she is an opposition
to the Sudanese Revolution stating, “I did not see anything poor from my government” (Ibid). Her refusal to engage
in politics also led her to refuse a work opportunity by the Sudanese embassy in Cairo when she was asked to cover a
conference/event for the Sudanese community in Egypt (Ibid).
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Chapter 4: Ephemeral Community-Making and Social Networks
This chapter sketches how the concept of community is constantly being remade in the ways in
which people carve different spaces to come together and share their everyday lives. While in
much of developmental discourses, communities appear as a stable category, particularly rendered

visible through frame pictures of faceless figures of refugees, I try to work with the different
sentiments that unfold from people coming together, even if temporarily. Through this, I grapple
to understand the power of the traces these small events can have on people living them (Gambetti,
2016. Pg.38-40). I look at various ways and spaces that people create to spark sentiments of

togetherness. These include forming social networks of dependence creating spaces such as
sandooqs [savings groups], community associations, and qahwas that can bring seemingly
heterogenous people in a state of momentary togetherness through football matches, bukhoor, cups
of tea, traditional foods… etc. I argue that these spaces provide people I worked with spaces of
momentary slowness away where they can carve different ways to endure through relating and
supporting one another (Simone, 2019, pg.26-28, 59-60).

Sudanese’ jabana [coffee] and bokhoor [incence] found in every Sudanese place I have visited, representing a sense
of community. These photos were taken in one of my interlocutors,’ Fatma, home on 12 June 2021.
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Section I: How does the concept of community unfold within everyday lives of people on the
move?
Tarek is an embodiment of how the pressures and structural violence to survive and create a living
could alienate people. Tarek’s narrative reveals that he mainly makes relationships in his circle of
Sudanese, Ethiopians, Eritreans, and Egyptians, that are amicable but rarely can deepen any of

these relationships. This is because his time is so limited as he mainly thinks of his time here in
relation to finishing his education. He said that he cannot afford forming deep relationships as time
is a luxury that he does not have. “I want to focus on my education. I came here for my education
and with every new relationship, there are obligations. It requires time from you,” elaborated Tarek

(Tarek, second meeting dated 11 April 2021). In addition, he reasoned his distance from a
community on people being occupied with navigating their own everyday life in Cairo, specifically
in terms of affording a living (Ibid). For Tarek, the burdens of everyday life in Cairo lie on the
individual rather than a group or a community; as he clearly stated, “they can only handle

themselves. No one can handle other’s problems…. From my short experience, I learned that the
responsibility of the individual is difficult, let alone for someone to handle the burdens, problems,
and pressures of someone else” (Ibid). While this is the case, Tarek created communities, even if
ephemerally, through what distantly seems unstructured in spaces of communing such as the
qahwa. The ways in which he also was able to create relationships was seen when he spoke of his
shared practices of Sudanese customs and culture (entailing food, drinks, celebrations, and
Friday’s habits, including attire worn after Friday prayers and eating a specific meal that is
Aaseda), whom Sudanese, before him, have “brought… with them” (Ibid).

“When I came, I found the [Sudanese] culture,” said Tarek about his Sudanese and Eritrean
housemates. He spoke of having Sudanese breakfast (foul, dakwa, fesekh, etc.) and drinking jabana

[coffee] together, and how these shared moments, temporal as they are, leave a trace for him (Ibid).
Tarek’s reaching to carving and creating relationships was also seen in his visits, on his days off
work and university, to the qahwa. The qahwa is a place where some Sudanese find sentiments of
support and lived moments of sharedness with other qahwa visitors (more will be elaborated on
later). With his fellow students at Helwan University, Tarek goes to a Somali qahwa to find a place
that provides a space and time for them to get together and temporarily getaway from the
pragmatic-ness of Cairo. For Tarek, the Somali qahwa hosts Sudanese where they feel the
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commonalities while sitting within it. Tarek elaborated on agreeing on common things to watch
such as international football, Sudanese drama series, and playing Sudanese songs that are
mutually enjoyed by Somalis as well as Eritreans and Ethiopians (Tarek, first meeting dated 09
April 2021). This speaks to different ways in which seemingly heterogenous peoples come
together to collectively navigate Cairo’s liminality.

For Tarek, a community is people around him, even though they might not necessarily appear
every single day at all moments. For some such as Mo’taz and Jihan,31 a community becomes
about gestures of showing support and being interdependent on one another. Jihan reflected
support amongst Sudanese on the street even if they are strangers to one another. “If you are
Sudanese, and you are in trouble, it is normal that another Sudanese guards and sides with you.
We are from the same place you know. That is what we do for one another,” commented Jihan
(Jihan, meeting dated 30 March 2021). Similarly, Mo’taz reflected on communities in relation to
Sudaneseness where he feels that it becomes a support system that may be unstructured yet
provides a space to come together. He also elucidated how he sometimes feels like a part of an
Egyptian community. Mo’taz for example spoke of the trace left on him after being shown great
support by his current employer in a clothing store that sells abayas [loose-fitted robes] in Attaba.
On this, Mo’taz expanded saying,
“When I was sick and I needed support from someone, they made me feel that I am one of them.
With the man I was working with, I was sick. He had given me money, but I sent it to Sudan. I felt

shy to tell him that I need money. I had a phone that I was planning to sell. An Egyptian friend
told our employer. The employer yelled at me saying, ‘you are like my sons and if you need
anything, no one sells their belongings. You are working with me. If you need 1000 EGP, I will
give it to you!’ He gave me the money, and I was treated. I am better now, alhamdallah,” (Ibid).

Moreover, Samiha has thought out community-making differently. She brought up how social
media groups support Sudanese living in Cairo or ones considering starting their journey to Cairo.

For Samiha, social media groups create different spaces for Sudanese to spark some sentiment or

Jihan is a Sudanese ‘migrant’ from Omdurman who has been back and forth to Egypt since 2008 until settling down
in 2014.
31
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solidarity between them in terms of asking about each other and supporting one another, especially
through information sharing (Ibid). Samiha has created three groups for Sudanese as information
sharing is a tool, also given her studies and practice of media, towards facilitating solidarity
amongst Sudanese. Information sharing for Samiha is a more applicable and tangible tool for
Sudanese in Cairo than organizing events. This is given that many of Sudanese people on the move

in Cairo are consumed with material needs and lack the leisure time and the finances to meet at
social physical events. “People here calculate their finances, even 5 EGP [0.32 USD in 2021],
which they could use to buy bread,” explained Samiha (Samiha, meeting dated 26 April 2021).
Here, social media facilitates sharing ideas, thoughts, and interactions through a virtual

community. To Samiha, being Sudanese is much about having entangled relationships, which is
an element that she perceives Sudanese in Cairo to be in danger of losing because of relentless
pressures faced in Cairo in terms of constantly being on the run, constantly focusing on earning a
living (Ibid). Each of Samiha’s three established groups has more than 19,000 members on

Instagram and Facebook (Ibid). On the social media groups, Sudanese share knowledge on mainly
safe places to live in Cairo, schools to enroll children, and medical services. On schooling, Samiha
reflected that there is a consensus for Sudanese to enroll their children in Sudanese schools because
of the strong Sudanese curriculum and for students to sit the Sudanese exam to qualify for
university, especially Sudanese universities when or if they return to Sudan. This once again goes
to show Sudanese’ psychological thresholds between here and there (Ibid).

Ismail speaks to a different concept of a community. Ismail mentioned that he is aware of the
community leaders in his neighborhood. He described his relationship with them as helpful when
conflicts arise, or when needing to exchange certain information. Here, he reflected on their
prevalent role for Sudanese only “in times of necessity” as they have initiatives and assistance

programs given that “some of them have power and networks with more influential people”
(Ismail, meeting dated 03 April 2021). Sudanese come to know community leaders as community
leaders approach them or through friends and acquaintances, showcasing circuits of
communication and information sharing among Sudanese appropriating their everyday life in
Cairo. As reflected by Ismail, Sudanese community leaders’ initiatives incorporate provision of
direct services, especially medical care, which is seen as the most prominent need especially if
UNHCR is delayed in providing the services. In addition, community leaders act as mediators
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between Sudanese and their Egyptian surroundings especially in occurrences of assaults on the
street. Community leaders speak to elders in the area or the caregiver of the person who assaulted
the Sudanese, attempting to resolve the conflict. Ismail voiced,
“[In mediating between Sudanese and Egyptians, Sudanese community leaders hold the following
conversation with the area’s elders]‘“ What did the [Sudanese] person do? He is in his home. Why

are you bothering him? Is it because you see him as an outsider?’ There is always an elder [whom
the community leader approaches]. Community leader continues, ‘We do not want conflict. If you
do not want him to live amongst you, we can move him from the neighborhood.’ Some people say,
‘No it is ok. Let him live here.’” (Ibid). Community leaders’ mediation between Sudanese and

Egyptians illustrates how they maneuver through spaces of negotiation within the urban space to
support Sudanese community members in gaining their right to the city.

Narratives trace different conceptions and manifestations of community. The sense of community
acts as a survival coping mechanism even if temporary against the hardships faced in the city. The
community is more than a space for service provision; it is manifested in information sharing,
social support networks, and spaces of commonalities. It allows persons on the move to not feel
that they are individually navigating Cairo’s limitations but rather together, even if this
togetherness is unstructured or momentary. This sense of community can be read as a factor for
cultivating endurance that is demonstrated through persons on the move’s always becoming
improvisational acts.

Communities-in-the-making and Supporting Networks
The making of Sudanese communities further unfolds through a reading of the concept of
networks. Through my interlocutors’ narratives, one can see how networks generate spaces for

people to come together and common. This commoning unfolds through living-together with
Sudanese customs in Cairo, sharing accommodation, appropriating places of shared belonging,
and creating livelihood opportunities for each other. As discussed in other chapters, Sudanese have
managed to create livelihood opportunities for each other through utilizing their networks or
employing one another. While this chapter won’t go into further detail about this, I will try to
highlight yet another form of financial support practiced by some of my Sudanese interlocutors as
they reflect on their lives in Cairo.
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This is sandooq [saving group], which Sudanese use to save together and take loans to meet their
needs, including rent, children’s school fees, medical care, etc. Sandooq acts as a form of financial
capital that is founded on existing social capital. However, it is more than a savings scheme, as
will be illustrated. It is also a space of social capital and gatherings where Sudanese, beyond
members of the sandooq, come together to share Sudanese meals, sing Sudanese songs, and
practice Sudanese customs together. Each week or month, depending on the set up of the sandooq,
they get together at one of the members’ place, wherein the member, whose turn it is, hosts them
and prepares the gathering with food and drinks. I was fortunate to accompany Mona to one of the
weekly meetings for a sandooq in Ard ElLewa amongst Sudanese women from Darfur. I was
immediately welcomed by women, especially because I lived in Sudan for years. Women believed
that we shared a common understanding of Sudan (Participant Observation dated 19 June 2021).

Walking into the host’s apartment, the smell of Sudanese bokhoor [incense] was prevailing along
with Sudanese tobes [Sudanese dress wear] worn by some not all women but, definitely adorning
the place. In the sandooq I attended, it was formed amongst 13 members who meet weekly on
Thursdays; however, there were 18 women present at the meeting/gathering because even ones

who are not a part of the sandooq joined it as a social event without financially contributing to it
(Ibid). Women who were not part of the sandooq came without asking the host because it is a part
of the Sudanese lives, which Sudanese in Cairo have brought with them and continue practicing
such openness as mentioned by numerous women I met in the sandooq. Here, invitees bring along
their relatives, families, and friends to exchange information, spend time casually and provide
them a space to talk and laugh (Ibid). This shows that the Sudanese sandooq in Cairo is both a
source of income and a form of social support. In the sandooq I attended, women sold products,
such as Sudanese perfumes, to create a parallel market of their own where they provided financial
support for one another. Information sharing was also manifested in the sitting with a specific
focus on resettlement. They discussed how the resettlement pipeline has begun resuming after
COVID-19 and that people around them have begun traveling to Sweden and the United States
(Ibid).
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Information sharing was extended to introducing women to Mona’s community association (more
below). A core theme of Mona’s pitch focused on the pride of Sudanese women establishing an
association and collectively enduring Cairo’s everyday hardships through mutual support (Ibid).
Mona indicated that the association’s membership fees are 20 EGP per month (1.27 USD in 2021)
in exchange for basic services such as food assistance, nursery courses, henna, art for children and

social events. Mona added that her association has newly opened a nursery for children between
the ages of one month to five to six years old where women can leave their children while working.
This indicates how Sudanese support one another to navigate economic hurdles and ease
accessibility to a better living, providing the very basic needs for one another.

Women indicated that the sandooq is not only a way to collect money together but also provides
them with wanasa [companionship] (Ibid). That was manifested shortly after selling products to

one another and sharing information, in which the setting turned to a social event where Sudanese
food and drinks were served, which some of the invitees went into the kitchen to support the host
with, showing how comfortable they are in each other’s places. Food items included mulah aaseda,
ligemat, nabag, gongolez, basbosa and tasali while drinks were gongelez mixed with karkadeh

soft drink and gabna [coffee] (Ibid). After the meal women played the dalouka [Sudanese drums],
sang Sudanese songs such as Awadaakom w Afareakom [Farewell], and danced in a room that was
full of socialization and loud laughs (Ibid). At the end of the meeting/gathering, an envelope was
passed around along with a notebook for each member to put money and write down how much
she paid; in which each membership was worth 50 EGP (3.19 USD in 2021), and each woman
could join with more than one membership (Ibid). Overall, the sandooq is a clear circumvention
of economic barriers; Sudanese adopt coping strategies to pursue livelihood opportunities, planting
the seeds for community making and social capital in Cairo.
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Photos taken by the researcher of the attended sandooq in Ard ElLewa on 19 June 2021

Furthermore, social networks unfold as felt sources of support and manifestations of communitiesin-the-making. Tarek’s first employer at the grilling restaurant agreed to pay him 3,500 EGP in
two months (222 USD in 2020 given that Tarek was in that job in 2020) to cover his tuition fees
for “newcomers” at Helwan University (Tarek, first meeting dated 09 April 2021). Tarek described
his former employer as “the man who stood by my side in the beginning” (Ibid). Asmaa’’s former
employer at a clothing factory also covered her mother’s hospital fees at ElAsr ElEiny. Asmaa’ is
a Sudanese from Delgo who has been living in Cairo for more than 20 years (Asmaa’, meeting
dated 12 April 2021). Furthermore, Fathiya’s former employer, an Egyptian family that moved

between Beverly Hills in Greater Cairo and Assiut, financially covered her chemotherapy sessions
when she had cervical cancer, and her medications after her blood clot (Fathiya, meeting dated 10
June 2021). Speaking about them, she said, “They are Egyptians, but they are extremely respectful.
Their children and they are polite. Their treatment was respectful, really good. When I got sick,

they took care of me…. They stood by me” (Ibid). Fathiya’s ‘but’ demonstrates the draining
treatment she has been facing by other Egyptians in her everyday life within other social dynamics
besides the workplace. She worked with that family for two years until COVID-19 as they asked
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to deduct salaries to cover all employees’ salaries given that cash withdrawal was capped at banks.
She was yet fortunate to find a new employer, a Sudanese employer this time, who also financially
supports her. With both of her employers, Fathiya was privileged to find an alternate support
system given that the ‘refugee’ governance system could not support her. Both Caritas and
UNHCR refused to pay for her chemotherapy sessions because of their significant expenses and

told her to approach 57357 Cancer Hospital to be treated for free. In addition, when she had a
blood clot, Caritas only agreed to cover less than 20% of the medications yet, Fathiya did not use
the service. “To go to Caritas, I have to not work for a day. And sometimes, when I go, they tell
me that I am not scheduled for an appointment. It is so tiring in exchange for nothing. If, for

example, I were hired to babysit children, take them to the sports club, look after them, and feed
them, I could end up being paid more than or at least the same amount as the medical support,”
stated Fathiya (Ibid).

Sudanese establish networks as a navigation strategy in their everyday lives against various
thresholds faced through Cairo’s liminality. Mortada is an interesting case of Sudanese sharing
spaces and accommodation to ease financial burdens on one another. Mortada is a 52-year-old
Sudanese trader who has been coming on visits or short stays for only a few months to Egypt since
1988. Since his last visit in 2011, his current stay has been over a year as he came, before COVID19, on a medical trip accompanying his relative. Between 2011 and 2020, Mortada let his Sudanese
friend stay in his apartment in Bolaq that he has been renting since 2011 through old rent32 and
continued paying rent while broad to support his friend (Mortada, meeting dated 25 April 2021).
Sudanese’ social capital is also traced in them temporarily hosting one another in times of distress
or when first arriving in Cairo. When Hanan first got to Cairo with her family, she approached her
acquaintance in Agouza on a surprise stay. Her acquaintance hosted her for two days before Hanan
left to stay with a family member in Bolaq for 18 days until she found her own accommodation
(Hanan, meeting dated 08 March 2021). As argued by Grabska, sharing accommodation and
hosting each other is a phenomenon that has been adopted and shared by “other urban poor”

(2006b, pg.299). This exemplifies that Sudanese in Cairo adopt some commonalities from
Egypt had ‘old rent ’for decades until 1996 when the new rental law was issued, resulting in increased rent and a
housing market that is free of any control on rental prices. However, some landlords have continued to rent their
apartments using old rent because they are paid a lumpsum of money in the initiation of the contract.
32
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Egyptians whom they share spaces with to better their everyday life, which was also illustrated in
disseminating information to close down unlicensed stores when local police forces are roaming
around the area and initiating small projects to sell within their communities as traced in other
chapters.

With Elham, however, her hosting was much longer and with a Sudanese man’s stranger family
whom she did not personally know before arriving in Cairo. Arriving in Cairo, Elham did not know
anyone in Cairo except for an Egyptian man who used to work in Darfur and a contact of a
Sudanese stranger. While working as Set ElShay [tea woman] in Khartoum, she mentioned to a
female customer that she was planning to move to Cairo. The customer thus gave her the contacts
of a Sudanese man from Jibal ElNuba and living in Cairo (Elham, meeting dated 12 April 2021).
Elham’s narrative shows Sudanese’s support to one another in mobility from Sudan and in
navigating Cairo upon arrival. Their support is regardless of whether they know each other ‘well.’
She called the seeming Sudanese stranger upon her arrival, and he welcomed her in Attaba and
hosted her in his apartment in Ard ElLewa. Yet it was not planned that she would be hosted for
six months, but with COVID-19 eruption, he told her to stay (Ibid).

Sudanese’ support extends to spaces of safety and protection created for one another, speaking of
their capacity to be independent of ‘formal’ institutionalized systems that are set in place. This
stands against perceived notions of their ‘helplessness’ amidst a larger oppressive structure, which
Sudanese navigate within and carve lives through. When Samia’s ex-husband was stabbed by a
matwa [small knife] by some Egyptians on the street who were also physically threatening to attack
their home, their Sudanese community acted as a support system. The Sudanese community
secured their safe exit from their home after they were failed by the ‘formal’ services that is the
police in that incident (Samia, meeting dated 03 May 2021). Samia and her husband made eight
or ten calls to the Egyptian police on that day wherein the police either did not pick up or responded
“weirdly” (Ibid). Samia explained, “Their responses were strange, saying, ‘Tell us the directions.

We will come.’ No one showed up. Probably because of the accent, they asked, ‘Where are you
from? ’I told them I am Sudanese, and I experienced so and so. They asked for the location, and I
told them. They said, ‘we will reach you,’ but nothing happened.… We then began calling other
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Sudanese to come and help us get out of our home safely” (Ibid). After their safe exit from their
home, Samia’s family stayed with a Sudanese family until their individually financed relocation
to a new home. The secure departure of Samia’s family from their home and hosting with a
Sudanese family showcase that the Sudanese community does not only support each other but at
times creatively pool their resources and networks to navigate their own problems and the failures

of structures that should theoretically rather be protecting and supporting them in Cairo.

Sudanese communities become a source of immaterial support in sharing Sudanese customs,
cooking and eating Sudanese meals together as Tarek does with his housemates as referenced
above, and having bokhoor [incense] around the apartment, listening to Sudanese songs and
dancing as described in the sandooq. Sharing celebrations is additionally a place for shared
belonging for some Sudanese in Cairo, including celebrating Ramadan and New Year’s. With her
Sudanese community in Cairo, Fatma celebrates New Year’s with her family, friends, and friends
of friends. They have Sudanese tea and dance to Sudanese songs, which to her is a manifestation
of Sudanese sharing their journey “together” (Fatma, first meeting dated 29 March 2021). During
Ramadan, she also has her Sudanese family and friends over, in which they cook Sudanese food,

including Aaseda, Tagaleya, and Gorasa. They also continue to perform a Sudanese tradition that
they have brough from Sudan and continue applying in Cairo, which is having a small snack, going
to pray, and then having a main dinner (Fatma, third meeting dated 12 June 2021). This showcases
of how Sudanese continue practicing their customs in Cairo with other Sudanese under

unstructured communities as a navigation tool for various thresholds experienced in Cairo. This
sense of community can be read against Simone’s people as infrastructure. The adversarial living
conditions of Cairo result in people coming together and supporting each other to carve a living.

On Qahwas a space of commoning, even if temporarily
In finding ways to momentarily break from work pressures, Mo’taz and his Sudanese friends
exchange visits or play football together or hang out together in Sudanese qahwas in Ard ElLewa,

ElBarageil and Attaba. In the qahwa, they discuss Sudanese events, converse over how long each
has been here and which organizations they deal with on an everyday level, and feast together on
Sudanese meals, including Aaseda, molah (i.e., Kamoneya, Sharmot), kesra, etc. (Mo’taz, meeting
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dated 27 March 2021). The qahwa represents a place where Sudanese find support through meeting
people whom they can relate to and temporarily recessing from challenges faced in their everyday
life. Faisal also spends his days off work at the qahwa in Ard ElLewa because this is where he
meets other Sudanese who support him in feeling that he is not living in “foreignness” (Faisal,
meeting dated 30 March 2021). I joined Faisal and one of his closest friends in Cairo, John, South

Sudanese, to a qahwa found in the intersection between Bakr E’elewa and Yousef ElBendary
Streets in Ard ElLewa on 01 April 2021 (Participant Observation dated 01 April 2021). Walking
alongside Faisal and John towards the qahwa, the extremely busy and vibrant street felt welcoming
to a range of nationalities. It was a theatrical moment of different communities coming together

and finding ways to share the space (Ibid). That was observed through a Somali fashion shop, a
barber named ‘Mama Africa,’ a Sudanese qahwa, a Somali qahwa, an Ethiopian qahwa, and two
Sudanese men sitting at a qahwa that was identified Egyptian by Faisal. That was also felt through
an Egyptian man navigating the street while holding hands with a Sudanese woman, a young

Sudanese boy playing with a group of Egyptian children, and an Egyptian youth hugging a
Sudanese youth while passing by and uttering ‘habibi ya zol33 [my dear]’ (Ibid).

In parallel, signs of social thresholds that Sudanese experience within Cairo were felt. An Egyptian
boy was shooting with a toy gun - only with sound - at a group of older Sudanese boys (Ibid).
What was noticeable is how Sudanese have adapted the space to their customs. The smell of
Sudanese bokhoor [incense] was in the air; groups of Sudanese were stood or seated in each corner
of the street; and people were traveling the street in groups in a clear click-oriented manner (Ibid).
Reflecting on those scenes experienced in Bakr E’elewa and Yousef ElBendary Streets against
interlocutors’ interviews,34 it was evident why Ard ElLewa’s space is suitable and comfortable for
some Sudanese. Ard ElLewa is a replication of Sudanese spaces in Sudan, unknown whether this

33

As mentioned, Zol or Zola are perceived by some Sudanese as a way for some Egyptians to make fun of them.
However, in the referred to encounter, it did not feel that it was perceived negatively by the Sudanese youth.
34
Describing Ard ElLewa, Fatma stated how Ard ElLewa is a reminder of Sudanese spaces and people’s movement
within Sudan as she stated, “Our streets are always busy. In each corner, there are youth sitting. You find Set Elshay
[tea woman]. You find qahwas. You find people always together. There is no one who is a stranger. It has movement.
You feel comfortable. I personally feel comfortable in Ard ElLewa and I cannot leave Ard ElLewa at all. If I left Ard
ElLewa, I would return to Sudan, but I cannot settle down in any other place in Cairo” (Fatma, first meeting dated 29
March 2021).
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is Ard ElLewa’s fabrics from the start or whether Sudanese’ residence within it for years have
made it as such.

Photo of the qahwa where I accompanied one of my interlocutors, Faisal, on 01 April 2021

Reaching the qahwa (photo above) with Faisal and John, which had two floors lit with green, red,
and blue lights and a Bob Marley poster at the front of the qahwa, there were Sudanese, Egyptians
and Palestinians seated (Ibid). As a sign of how Sudanese have adapted the space to their customs,

the waitress was a female, which stems from Set ElShay [tea woman] in Sudan and is something
that will rarely or never be found in Egyptian qahwas. Set ElShay represents a hard-working
woman in Sudan who sells tea and coffee on the streets in a comfortable social setting for
customers to meet to discuss daily updates, solve their problems, make trading deals, etc. (Fatma,
third meeting dated 12 June 2021). Set ElShay in Sudan works in the open space, however in Cairo,
it has been moved to closed qahwas (Ibid). Seated in the qahwa with Faisal and John, we ordered
Sudanese drinks such as jabana [coffee], listened to Sudanese songs and discussed everyday life
in Cairo (Participant Observation dated 01 April 2021). Faisal and John elaborated on how the
qahwa is a space for them to catch a break from mainly work stresses, constantly moving in Cairo
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to earn a living, navigating residence cards,35 and dealing with UNHCR (Ibid). When discussing
these limitations within Cairo, it was evident that having each other and spaces as qahwas are a
support system in their everyday life. As we were seated, the music was changed to Egyptian
because an Egyptian man asked the Sudanese owner to change it saying, “whoever does not like
it should leave,” exemplifying social limitations that Sudanese experience in Cairo (Ibid). Asking

Faisal and John how they felt regarding that incident, they both agreed that they often dismiss such
comments. Avoidance is adopted to move on with their everyday and only focus on their objectives
in Cairo, which to both is earning a living and traveling beyond Cairo (Ibid). Cairo, for Faisal and
John, is only temporary (Ibid). At the end of our visit to the qahwa, Faisal and John insisted on

paying, showcasing Sudanese hospitality that I have personally experienced and cherished in the
six years I lived in Sudan.

Section II: Self-Organizing Community Structures in Parallel Governance
Manifestations of community-making unfold in various forms as illustrated. There are Sudanese
community associations in Cairo, which act as structured alternate systems. Community
associations provide services to Sudanese people on the move in lieu of public services or services

provided by international governance systems such as UNHCR. They thus support Sudanese to
gain right to the city away from the legal residency and ‘formal’ rights and services. Sudanese’
accessibility to many services, mobility, and navigation thus become not tied to their legal status
within Cairo but, rather “as a matter of social fact” (Nyers, 2010, pg.137). They mobilize resources
and networks and develop strategies in their everyday life to gain accessibility to the city regardless
of physical and social barriers imposed. This speaks to Nyers’ concept of politics of presence. How
politics of presence manifest is through how Sudanese create and generate possibilities for
themselves through their active presence. This is where numerous everyday acts challenge
oppressive systems and structures, showing the leakages within these systems.

35

John was arrested once because his residence card had expired. He described it that over 80 persons were held
together in one room and that they drank sewage water. He was released after a process of transfers from the police
station to the Prosecution to National Security to the Mugamaa to issue a residence card (Participant Observation
dated 01 April 2021).
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The thesis traces different forms of structured alternate systems. I argue that the point is never to
create more typologies of possibilities but rather to understand how varying paths get carved
through connections and interdependencies (Simone, 2019, pg.9, 59-60) as ways people organize
and get together to imagine other ways of becoming-community. Hamada’s organic community
association, including his community school, Future, elaborated in other sections/chapters,

exemplifies one form of structured alternate systems that is self-organized structures created by
people on the move themselves. Understanding this can also be read through another form of
structured alternate system that is communities created by humanitarian actors, such as Mona’s
Women’s Center community association. Even though humanitarian actors formed Women’s

Center community association, it endured as a self-organized structure. Here, there is no point in
creating two different categories as mentioned, but rather understanding these two concepts as
intersecting and diverging ways of organization. This allows us to imagine how organic structures
are always in becoming. They are never stabilized in one fixed structure, but constantly

metamorphosing into something else.

When Hamada first got to Egypt, he asked around and approached Etihad Abnaa’ Darfur [Darfur

Sons ’Union] in Ain Shams. The Union is not related to the Sudanese embassy, ‘refugee’
governance system nor the Egyptian state (Hamada, second meeting dated 01 February 2021). He
joined it and quickly began supporting, especially as his father and he are known as community
leaders in Sudan. Before establishing his community association and Future community school

ten years ago, he volunteered as a community leader in Ard ElLewa for five years, creating
linkages between the Sudanese community and any entity that provides services to the community.
His role as a community leader was “through societal mandate” as it came “naturally….
voluntarily,” as he stated (Ibid). Hamada elaborated, “When you arrive in Ain Shams, for example,
you approach people in the Sudanese community. The community tells you to go to a specific
person. Why this person? Because they feel that this person knows sufficient information about
the community…. This person has this knowledge through his communication with the
community, his interest in their problems; his participation in finding solutions for them” (Ibid).
Hamada’s networks and connections to the community were then shifted to a structured system
through his association and school. He initially started with Future for educational services,
expanding to basic services, home visits to elder community members, health services, support for
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children with disabilities, livelihood support, protection, registration with UNHCR, and orientation
information about the host community (Hamada, first meeting dated 30 January 2021). These
services are provided through diverse channels of resources, including Hamada’s networks in and
beyond Cairo as well as linkages with ‘formal’ service providers such as UNHCR, World Food
Programme, and Food Bank. Hamada’s aim is to add value to the community through supporting

Sudanese in gaining their right to the city. As a member of UNHCR’s community group that has
six to seven Sudanese community leaders and a total of 50 community leaders from all
nationalities, Hamada exerts advocacy efforts for his community. Hamada voices the Sudanese
community’s needs to UNHCR, based on needs assessments and scanning of the community’s

demographics (single mothers, unaccompanied and separated children (UASC), single fathers,
persons with disabilities, children out of school, etc.) (Hamada, second meeting dated 01 February
2021).

Hamada also liaises with Egyptian community leaders who have reached out to Sudanese
community leaders. Together, they facilitate services for both Sudanese and Egyptians through
networks of interdependencies within the urban informal space of Cairo (Ibid). Beyond Cairo, as

many of the community leaders who started with Hamada 15 years ago have left Egypt for the
United States or Canada, Hamada has managed to create transnational networks. Transnational
support is founded to brainstorm solutions for Sudanese moving through Cairo and more
importantly, for support with family tracing and family reunification if Sudanese community
members have family members outside of Egypt. Through Hamada’s self-organized structure, he
has been a mean for Sudanese people on the move to claim rights and services away from their
legal status and ‘formal’ access to services.

While Hamada’s community association is a self-organized structure, Mona’s Women’s Center
association was initially created by humanitarian actors then self-run independently. Mona
initiated her association as a community leader through a UNHCR’s program, which trained,
certified, and granted her a total of 15,000 EGP in 2017 (842 USD in 2017) (Mona, first meeting
dated 14 March 2021). Mona thus established her association for ‘refugee’ women and children
services. Even though the association is not officially registered with the Egyptian state, Mona,
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through her association, provides direct courses on parenting skills for mothers and vocational
skills such as sewing, making desserts, etc. The association also provides indirect services,
including housing and medical services, through referral pathways and partnerships established
with different organizations and individuals. Partnerships are diverse; with Red Crescent for food
bags; Resala for furnishing homes; ‘refugee’ service providers such as PSTIC for housing support;

private sector companies for events’ fundraising; medical practitioners; church-based
organizations; and Sudanese businessmen for events’ fundraising and food bags, etc. (Ibid).

With COVID-19, Women’s Center expanded its services to ‘migrants’ especially ones who came
temporarily to Egypt for medical care and ended up spending their money while being held due to
travel restrictions. Mona stated,
“The migrant is in more need [after COVID-19 as they spent all their money while being held in

Egypt because of travel restrictions]. Why? Because for the refugee, UNHCR provides him with
medical care for free. The migrant is not entitled to medical care for free…. Medical care takes a
long time. For example, cancer patients stay for three to four years. Some people sell their homes
and cars in Sudan. Their family [in Sudan] collects and monthly sends money to them. The refugee

is waiting to get on a plane and travel to Europe, but the migrant is here waiting until the patient
heals…. The conditions for the refugee are better. How is it better? At least you are healthy. You
did not bring a patient to be treated. Of course, there are refugees who need medical care, but
UNHCR supports in this. As for the migrant, there is no one to pay for him” (Mona, second
meeting dated 10 June 2021).

Women’s Center’s memberships have currently reached 305, in which 145 are ‘migrants;’ all of

which pay a membership fee of 20 EGP (1.27 USD in 2021) to be able to finance the activities and
services especially after Mona lost the premises due to her inability to afford rent (Ibid). Even
though the premise was closed, Mona has been financing and operating the association from her
small ‘makeshift’ restaurant (mentioned above). Mona also uses other spaces around her
community for her association’s events to navigate losing her premises, which I witnessed during
Ramadan’s food bags distribution on 22 April 2021 in a Sudanese community school. Before the
food distribution, volunteers, mainly female, who are either working with Mona in the association
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or are acquaintances and her sons, broke their fast together as a social event. They generously
asked me to join them as we had ta’meya [falafel], salad, aseda, belela, helw mor and nesha.

After fatoor [breaking the fast], community members began arriving. There was a clear registration
system with printed registrations sheets with names and IDs at the school’s door for crosschecking, followed by other registration sheets for validation and for community members to sign
(Participant Observation dated 22 April 2021). The registered individual was required to attend on
the day except for a few who received on others’ behalf for serious reasons, including
hospitalization or sickness after showing identification or the community leader personally
identifying them (Ibid). Some children received on their mother’s behalf. Upon their signatures,
community members received a coupon with different color coding based on their choice of 1 kilo
of meat or a food bag, including rice, macaroni, oil, sugar, etc. (Ibid). Afterward, community

members submitted the coupon to receive the food bag or 1 kilo of meat. The majority preferred
the food bag because it would last longer (Ibid). Through this system, volunteers could identify
members who benefited on the day and avoid providing the same person twice. Community
members, mainly women, who benefited on the day were the association’s members, and new

individuals wanting to newly register were left on the waiting list. An Egyptian man asked for a
food bag but was not provided as Mona said that bags were specified for a set number (Ibid).
During the event, it was evident that Mona was familiar with community members who came on
the day as she greeted them with their names and asked about events in their lives, including their
work, children’s school, etc. The moment a sick woman walked in, Mona asked her why she came
as she was planning to bring the bag to her (Ibid). This showcases how community leaders are
involved in Sudanese’ lives wherein community structures are more than platforms for alternate
service provision but rather as a space of a sense of togetherness, of relating to one another and
understanding each other’s circumstances. The event seemed to be a safe space for community
members, where different people got to share the hardships they face, including the high costs of
sitting the Sudanese exam at the embassy and the need to work daily to afford a living in Cairo,
unlike Sudan. These talks portrayed a shared sense of belonging as they understood and related to
each other’s challenges.
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Photos were taken by the researcher of the Ramadan food distribution by Women’s Center, a Sudanese community
association, on 22 April 2021
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Post-Script

On a Constructed Binary between ‘Refugees’ and ‘Migrants’: How do People
on the Move Play with those Categories?
I would like to end this thesis on the note I started with being the artificially constructed distinction
between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants,’ asking whether it generates a crippling category of analysis or
one that becomes generative of producing knowledge. I recall how Fatma replicated her
attentiveness of ‘refugeeness’ narratives to her brother, Faisal, who came to Cairo for work
opportunities and resettlement (Faisal, meeting dated 30 March 2021). His main objective is being
resettled to a third country through UNHCR, where he could benefit from permanent international
protection and accessibility of services. Education for Faisal is the right he dreams of. To be able
to initially register with UNHCR, Faisal’s ‘case’ to UNHCR was scripted by Fatma (Ibid). As a
result, he has been able to seek ‘refuge’ with UNHCR. He is also currently in possess of the ‘blue
card’ that officially provides the ‘refugee’ status, while his sister, Fatma, who has been in Cairo
for more than double his duration, only holds the ‘yellow card’ that identifies ‘asylum seekers’
still in the process of RSD (Ibid; Fatma, first meeting dated 29 March 2021). This is because Fatma

does not follow up with UNHCR as she is focused on making a living in Cairo to eventually return
to Sudan. Gaining material means, to Fatma, can be achieved through her work as a domestic
worker rather than standing in line in front of UNHCR or spending hours on the phone trying to
reach its helpline (Fatma, third meeting dated 12 June 2021). She is aware of the performative acts

that ‘asylum seekers’ adopt to conform to the RSD processes and fast-track the RSD process, not
through waiting for the decision but through actively engaging with UNHCR. “[You need to]
approach them [UNHCR] and call them a lot for them to see that you are in need, that you are truly
bothered and uncomfortable in Egypt, and that you really want to leave”, explained Fatma (Ibid).
Regardless of her knowledge, Fatma chooses not to performatively adjust her life to the
expectations of the ‘refugee’ regime because it is a lengthy process that requires time and effort.
She prefers to invest in her job as a means to capitalize her aim (Ibid). Faisal, on the other hand
with resettlement in mind, makes conscious efforts to make himself visible to the ‘refugee’ regime
through constant interactions with UNHCR through calls and visits to the office (Faisal, meeting
dated 30 March 2021). This is one way of visibility. Another form is conditioning and investing
in challenges faced in Cairo to their benefits to convince the ‘refugee’ regime that they need to be
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resettled. Hamada, Sudanese ‘community’ leader, shared that some Sudanese “cause issues with
people in the workplace or anywhere else to be able to travel…. Sometimes, he faces problems
and other times, he intentionally gets himself in conflicts to be able to travel…. If he faces a
problem, he invests it, uses it to his advantage [through reporting it to UNHCR]” (Hamada, third
meeting dated 08 June 2021).

Elham echoed the same argument, stating, “I feel that Sudanese women intentionally get into
conflicts to fast track their case…. Sudanese woman once told me that no one will support me as
long as I keep acting this way…. Imagine that my child is on the street and your son is there too.
My son does not accept it when he [your son] calls him black. When he comes upstairs, I tell him,
‘Next time, he [your son] calls you black, beat him.’ After a while, your son calls him black, so he
beats him. Is not this intentionally getting into conflicts?” (Elham, meeting dated 12 April 2021).

Elham’s rejection of performing ‘refugeeness’ regardless of her alertness and aspire showcases
that not all choose to apply these performative acts in the course of status determination. She thus
has not been able to register with UNHCR even though she fits under its ‘mandate,’ illustrating
that the distinction between who is a ‘refugee’ and who is a ‘migrant’ does not hold true. As she

is non-registered, Elham has not found the “protection” she was expecting and hoping for as she
was given an RSD appointment on 13 April 2020; yet, UNHCR’s office had closed by then because
of COVID-19 (Ibid). She is thus only left with an RSD appointment slip with limited to no
accessibility to ‘refugee’ services in Cairo and with an absence of legal residency in the country.
“Protection” to Elham is
“In Egypt, I am worried that I could be exposed to anything on the Egyptian streets where I do not
find anyone to stand by my side. If I get into an accident, who will protect me? If a car hits me,
whom will my children resort to? I am their only support system now. I do not know where my
husband is. I do not have an older son to support the family. I am the one who is responsible to
protect all of my children. This is the protection I am looking for. I got way from terrorism and
fear. I am scared to return to Sudan and be tortured…. I supposedly applied for protection and
refugeeness with UNHCR. UNHCR should find me a doctor. It should hire me a lawyer. It should
get me an ambulance. But this is not happening.… I hear from registered persons that they resort
to PSTIC or Save the Children if their child is harmed. When an Egyptian assaults a Sudanese,
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they resort to legal action. That UNHCR finds a psychologist for people who have been
psychologically affected like us…. I hear that sometimes UNHCR relocates people if a fight erupts
between Egyptians and Sudanese in the building” (Ibid). Even though Elham did not find the
protection she was expecting from UNHCR, she was not stood still against her circumstances but
has been able to carve a life for herself in Cairo. As discussed in other chapters, she was able to

find a job at a Sudanese community school and enroll her children in school through her human
capital and social networks in her surroundings, speaking to Sudanese’ improvisational acts and
opportunities that they create for themselves.

A third leg of questioning the ‘refugee’ regime’s distinction of ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ is
portrayed through Asmaa’’s journeying in Cairo for over 20 years. Asmaa’, after constantly
moving between Egypt and Sudan for more than 16 years, only chose to register with UNHCR

four years ago to try her luck with resettlement to improve their financial situation. She built her
‘case’ on past events (Asmaa’, meeting dated 12 April 2021). Asmaa’ was 16 when she first arrived
in Cairo with her mother and four siblings to find a treatment for typhoid for her younger sister
before deciding to settle in Egypt and register with UNHCR. The file Asmaa’ had with her mother

was closed as they stopped dealing with UNHCR due to the lack of services (Ibid). As Asmaa’
later got married to a Sudanese man in Egypt who was also once registered with UNHCR but chose
to close his file for the unavailability of services, she returned to Sudan for three years to be
introduced to her in-laws and potentially settle in Delgo, Sudan. Asmaa’ yet could not live in Delgo
as living conditions were difficult in addition to risks of child marriage and female genital
mutilation (FGM) for her daughter (Ibid). She thus escaped Sudan and resumed her life in Cairo
with her children and husband, working at a Sudanese school, enrolling her children in Sudanese
community schools, and having Egyptian friendships, without ever considering to re-register with
UNHCR for years. Due to financial circumstances, Asmaa’ yet chose to seek ‘refuge’ with
resettlement and financial support as her aim. To do so, she resorted to past events and performed
a ‘case’ of FGM and child marriage that her daughter was under the threat of when they were in
Delgo (Ibid). Choosing when to perform ‘refugeeness’ for different purposes in mind enables
Sudanese to question the bureaucratic Humanitarian-Development complex. In their fight to
survive through their mobility, improvisations, potentialities, and community-making, I trace in
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the thesis how Sudanese in the ways they inhabit their everyday lives are never as how the complex
projects them. Rather, they are people, on the move, who constantly navigate their ways into
making and remaking different possibilities and impossibilities of life (Ong, 2006b, pg.504). They
are not waiting to be saved or for structures to build a better future for them. To survive, they create
their own prospects through capitalizing on resources, social networks, mobility and community-

making within the urban space while playing on leakages within the structures they deal with.

The binary between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’ as continuously being represented in state and
humanitarian-development institutional discourse was never rendered visible in my fieldwork. It
was never either how my interlocutors themselves categorized themselves. Here, I would only like
to quickly note that there was a consensus amongst my interlocutors in this thesis that there is no
difference between Sudanese themselves. The only difference in relation to who is a ‘refugee’ and

who is a ‘migrant’ is the bureaucratic division itself that does not allow ‘refugees’ to travel except
after closing their files with UNHCR, while ‘migrants’ are perceived as more mobile. Even, as
discussed in the mobility and modalities of violence chapters, such narrative is contested as
Sudanese registered with UNHCR find alternate acts and methods to visit home when needed

without ‘closing their files.’ Sudanese in the thesis did not negate that being constantly on the
move has affected them, but these effects were not drawn in terms of ‘refugeeness’ versus
‘migration.’ They identified as ‘Sudanese’ without considering neither of the legal categories of
‘refugeeness’ nor ‘migration’ to be a part of their making. This is except when they selectively
apply ‘refugeeness’ as performative acts to access certain needs or gain specific benefits as
aforementioned. There is no doubt that their mobility has affected them in terms of losing their
homeland, homes, families and friends, networks, and jobs in Sudan. This is in addition to being
financially pressured, as they work as “machines” and a “factory of money” to afford a basic living
in Cairo as was described by Mona (Mona, first meeting dated 14 March 2021). Nonetheless, their
mobility, as expressed by them, augmented their endurance, strength, determination, self-reliance,
responsibility, and a will and an ability to improvise. Mobility also provided them with a platform
to deal with mixed nationalities.
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Sajid voiced this endurance. “My situation in Egypt now is not bad as people say nor is it weak as
people perceive us as refugees. Not at all. It is challenging but not in terms of discrimination as
people see or hear. It is the opposite. I am living my life as a completely normal person. I am
studying engineering at Cairo University. I am in my first year. As I said, it is a completely normal
life. When I reflect on my life in Sudan during school, the situation was not much different for

many of the average Sudanese citizens I have met. That goes back to my young age there, so
perhaps I was not aware of their lived problems,” shared Sajid (Sajid, meeting dated 12 April
2021).

My interaction with Sajid at his mother’s Sudanese small restaurant in Ard ElLewa, smelling
Sudanese ta’meya [falafel], foul [beans], and gebna medafara [braided cheese] took me back over
a thousand miles to South and over a decade back to my childhood in Khartoum, Sudan. In Sajid
being finally able to enroll in university even though he was not capable to do so when he first got
to Cairo also reflects endurance practiced by Sudanese in Cairo. Our interaction yet left me
questioning what and how the ‘normal’ has become as Sajid’s mention of ‘normal’ followed his
remark on discrimination.

I tried to show throughout the thesis the importance of understanding people on the move’s stories,
and not trying to get to the bare facts without accounting for their historical contexts. It is against
this that many fields can study and question the universal and homogenous approach in dealing
with people on the move. The Humanitarian-Development complex’s mode of humanitarianism
can be questioned as it often silences and at times dehumanizes people on the move. People on the
move, as illustrated, cannot be deemed helpless nor voiceless.
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